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Editorrs Desk
It is a matter of immense pleasure to publish this issue of JIMS Journal of Law. The Editorial Board isgrateful to all the authors who have contributed schorarly articles of contemp";;;;;;.. r1ro?"0forward for more academic endeavours from prospective authors. This issue of JIMS Journal of Lawpresents multiple facets of contemporary legal issues providing valuable legal insight. It coversevolution of the patent system in India. For the first time in India, apatentadministration system wasformed in 1911 under the direction of the controller ofpatents. Authors suggesting that inventor mustprovide the description of the invention in return for the privileges and not keep it a secret. This issuealso covers a topic in the name of climate change mitigation #r;;;;;. il, our.*ed that despiteinternational commitments and world class legislation-s, an institution polices and machinery India islagging behind its expectations to improve the environment conditions. one of the articles deals withrise in life insurance frauds in India. Author here is ofview that life insurance i, , h;;;;;;;**;, 

"wife's right and a child's claim. one ofthe articles deals with cyber voyeurism. Author is ofthe view thatnumber of individuals using the social networking sites as a means of social interaction betweenindividuals on the internet is increasing day by day which has red to the increase in the number ofinfringement cases of individual's right ofprivacy inihe realm ofthe cyberspace especially ofjuvenile,spersons which constifutes majority of the intemet users. This issue also covers the rights of victims inour criminal justice system' our criminal justice system is more or less centred on the accused and as aresult victim is often ignored by the courts. Author is ofthe view that victims,rights should be treated asmain component ofthe crimiiral Justice System. one ofthe articles deals withpatentpooling.
It can be manifested that, patent pools are not per se anti-competitive. Author is of the opinion that somefactors are to be considered to determine whether the pools are supportive or unsupportive of thecompetition prevalent in the market. This issue also coveis concept ofright to privacy wherein author isofthe opinionthatthe scope ofpersonal libertyhas been and is being expandedto agreat extent, withtheadvancement of civilization in the free society. one ofthe articles deals with concept ofmerger controlin takeover regime in India.

Author is of the view that there are various reasons which can be attributed to the growth in the mergers,acquisition and takeovers in India. I take utmost pleasure and privilege in presenting this intellectualand thought provoking issue of JIMS Journal of Law to Bar, Bench and academia with a hugeexpectation that this issue will bring reforms in the society by raising legal awareness and achievingaccess tojustice for all.
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As an active practitioner and scholar in the field of law, you must have experienced the need for a j ournal

with conceptual richness, which is normally missing in various law journals. In response to this need, a

team of competent and dynamic professionals, at JIMS Engineering Management Technical campus'

Gr.Noida, publishes bi-annually a journal titled JIMS Journal of Law' The opinions' notes and

comments expressed in the articles are those of the authors themselves and do not necessarily reflect the

views of either publisher or of the editors. FulI copyright for all the articles, notes and other comments

published in the JIMS Journal of Law vests in tt 
" 

iorrtrut and no part thereof may be reproduced by

arryor" without taking written permission from the Publisher and editors '

GUIDELINES TO AUTHORS

The editors of JIMS Journal oflaw welcome articles and papers on latest trends in the field of law issues

by academicians, researchers, practitiooers and judicial officers' Articles must be sent by e-mail to

jimslawjourn ar.gn@jagamath.org. The articles should idearly be of 5000 and 7000 words in length'

while in extraordinary circumstances we will accept longer articles. Articles of longer than 10000

words in length are unlikely to be accepted for publication. Each article must be accompanied with an

abstract of 150- 200 words. Articles submitted for JIMS Journal 0f Law may not be concurrently

submitted to other journals. we make every effort to ensure expedited publication of articles in our

Journal. A11 footnotes and citations to authority must conform to Bluebook: A Uniform System of

citation, 20th Edition or ILI style. The articles submission should be formatted in twelve-point Times

New Roman font with l-inch margin on all sides. Foofirotes should be single-spaced and numbered

ffi;. iluoirro.,, name, designation and affiliation must be provided on a separate sheet' Editorial

decisions will be communicated within a period of 4 weeks of the receipt of manuscript' Contributors

will receive one copies of the j ournal'
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OVERVIEWoFTHEEVOLUTIONoFTHEPATENTSYSTEM

Difu Doyil
Assistant professor, JEMTEC, School of Law

The patent Act of 1970 was an excellent piece of legislation given to India by the brilliant Ayyengar

Committee. The Act struck a perfect balance between right of Patent holders and the right of public to

health. The 1970 Act allowed only process patent for foods, medicines and drugs, that too for a period

of 7 years. After I years, the drugs would be open to public access' This encouraged the Indian

pharma industry to engage and reverse engineering and produce generic versions of the highly

patented drugs and 111.r"t, 
"t "up"r 

costs. The United states demanded stronger protection of IPR in

India by introduction of "Product Patent" in the Indian Patent Legislation' India had always opposed

the inclusion of IpR in GATT. However, India was forced to pursue progressive liberalization, as it

feared imposition of trade sanctions. India then signed the Marrakesh Agreement' With the signing of

the agreement, India was now reqoired to align its Patent Legislation as per the TRIPS agreement'

Hence ..product patenting" was introduced in the Indian Patent Legislation for food, medicines and

drugs.

Key words : TRIPS Agreement, Process patent, Product patent'

MEANING OF PATENT

The term .patent, has been derived from the term "Letters Patent".1 "Letters patent", were open letters

under the Great Seal of the King of England.2 These letters were addressed to all the subjects atlarge

by the Crown.3 Through these letters, the Crown conferred certain rights and privileges to one or more

individuals in the kinidom.o The monopoly right conferred by Patent Office on an inventor to exploit

his invention is tnown as aPatent.5 Through apateffi'the commercial exploitation of his invention' by

any other party, catbe prevented by the inventor.6 The word 'patent is used for denoting a monopoly

right in respect of an invention.? Undoubtedly, Patent creates a statutory monopoly' protecting the

patentee against any unlicensed user of the patented device.s A monopoly of the patent is the reward

of tir" Lr1oJrrtor.e Through a patent, the owner obtains a legal right to exclude others from using or

making that particular iLention.lo In most of the countries, this right is granted for a period of 20

years from the date of submission of application." The main objective behind Patent is to encourage

ffiToINTELLECTUALPRoPERTY,,,UniversalLawPub1ishingCo.,p.3,
5n Edn. 20l 1
2ibid
3ibid
oibid
5V.K. Ahuja,'LAW RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS", LexisNexis' p'479'2"d edn'

2013
uibid

'euiaj arto Ltd. v. TVS Motor company Ltd', 2008 (36) PTC al7 (Mad')
Erelemechanique&controls (I) Limited v. Schneider Eleckic Industries SA, 2002 Q4)PTC 632 (DEL) (DB)

eibid
,owlpo, ..Fields of Intellectual property Protection", available at http://www.wipo.inVexport/sites/www/about-

ip/en/iprm/pdflch2.pdf,last visited on 6tr July 2Ol7 At 1:35 p'm'
,twlpo, ..wpo- Most Intermediate Training Course on Practical Intellectual Property issues in Business"' "

dvailable at http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/sme/enlwipo-ip-bis-ge-03/wipo-ip-bis-ge-03 
2-main1'pdf' last

vigited on 6fr july 2ol7 at t:42P.m'
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inventive activity, by providing the inventor the exclusive rights to exclude a third party from making,
selling or using the invention for a limited period of time and thereby preventing imitation in a short
span of time.r2 It is the duty of the Inventor to provide the description of the invention in return for the
privileges and not keep it a secret, do that with the description as basis, people can make more
inventions.l3 "Invention" means a new product or process involving an inventive step and capable of
industrial application.la Therefore, for a product to be termed as an invention, it need not be atotally
new product' Even if a substantial improvement is carried out on the product, it would be termed as an
invention.ls "New invention" means any invention or tecbnology which has not been anticipated by
publication in any document or used in the country or elsewhere in the world before the date offiling
or patent application with complete specification, i.e. the subject matter has not fallen in public
domain or that it does not form part of the state of theart.16

ORIGIN OF PATENTS IN INDIA

COLONIAL ERA

In India, the patent system was introduced by the Great Britain.l'It is from this system that the patent
law in India evolved.l8 The East India Company landed on the Indian soil in 160g and continued
ruling for the next 250 years.le In the aftermath of the Great Indian uprising of lg57-5g, the full
control of India went into the hands of the British crown.20 In 1877, eueen Victoria was declared the
empress of India.21 Almost twenty per cent of Britain's exports were being imported to India during
the period 1858-1905.22 While imposing economic policies on India, the British were more concerned
about the protection of their interests rather than the welfare of the people of India.23 In 1g56, the first
patent statute implemented by the British was based on the British patent Law of lg5l.24 Certain
exclusive privileges to inventors of new manufactures for period of 14 years was provided bylndia,s

'Druid Working Paper 06-28, "Inventive activities, Patents and Early Industrialization : A Synthesis of
ffi"t Issues", available at http://www3.druid.dk/wp /2oo6oo28.piq hst visited on 6e July rgii * r,so p.*.
taSec. 2(1)O, Patents Act,1970.

"Dhunput Seth & others v. Nil Kamal plastic crates Ltd.,2008 (36) prc 123 (Hp) (DB)r6Section 
2(1XD, Patents Act, 1970

rTConholler 
General of Patents, Designs & Trademark, "History of Indian patent System,,, available at

http://www.ipindia.nic.inlhistory-of-indian-patent-system.hrm, last visited on o* rllly, zoil 
"t 

i,ii p.^.
'tibid
"Aoo.r)r-o.rr, "East India Company,', available at
https://www.sscnet.ucla.edu./southasia,/History/British/EAco.html, last visited on 6n July 2017 at 4:41 p.m.2\ew World Encyclopaedia, "Indian Rebellion of 1g52,', available at
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry,{ndian-Rebellion_ol1857, last visited on 6fr July, 2017 at 4:52
P..m.
"Kallie Szczepanski, "What was the Indian Revolt of 1857", available at https://www.thoughtco.com/the-
indian-revolt-of-1857-195476,lastvisited on 6ft July 2017 at 5:03 p.m.22PratikSharma, 

"British Rule in India: Stages and consequences,,, available at
http://www.historydiscussion.net/history-of-india,/economic-history/british-rule-in-india-stages-and-
consequences-history-of-indian-economy/5g6g, last visited on 6n July 2017 atg:07 p.m.
'-Anonymous, "Economic and Social impact of colonial Rule in India,,, available at
http:llwww.ggdc.neVmaddison/articles/mogh,,l_3.pdf last visited on 6ft July, 2Oll atg:47 p.m.
"supra note 17

2
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act VI of 1g56 on..protection of Inventions."2s In 1859, the Act of 1856 was renamed at "Act for

granting exclusive privileges to inventors."26 Enabling English patent holders to acquire control over

the Indian market was the main objective of this legislation.2T In the year l87Z,Patents and Designs

Protection Act was enacted, which was followed by Protection of Inventions Act of 1883'28

Thereafter, lhe 1872 and the 1883 acts were consolidated into the Inventions and Designs Act of

1ggg.2e India,s domestic technology grew while the British evolved the Patent system they had

*r"r"t." rndia.3o Although India was still and agriculture based economy, its technology industry

grew from 1800 onwardr.'i M,r"h of this expansion was led by J'N' Tata'32 India was ranked 14th

among the industrialized nations by the World War I.33 Even though this period was dominated by the

production of textiles, food processing etc', Pharmaceutical production was not a part of this success

\L
story."'

In 1911, the British enacted the Patents and Designs Act, 1911' Under this Act, for the first time in

India, a patent administration system was formed under the direction of the Controller of patents'3s

However, patent filings in India remained low, despite these developments'36

POST-COLONIAL ERA

India gained independenc e in 1947. With a view to revamp the patent system' a committee was

appointed by the new government.3T The Indian government wanted a patent system which would

cater to the welfare andthe interests of the Indian population'38 The Tek Chand Committee submitted

a report called the Chand report in 1950. This report noted that strong protections were given to the

foreign multinationals by the prevalent Indian patent system and to prevent abuses in the system'

issuance of Compulsory licenses was required'3e

ffi,..AdetailedstudyofpatentSystemforprotectionofInventions,,,avai1ab1e
at http://www.ijpsonline.com/articles/a-detailed-studj-of-patent-system-for-protection-of-inventions'html' 

last

visited on 66 July 2ol7 at9:,23 P.m.
;w*"i"i"" ir",lrNrEnNarroivar PATENT RIGHTS HARMoNIZATIoN", Routledge publications' fltrst

edn.,2017

"ibid
28Supra note 24

"ibid,oJ*i"" M. Mueller, ..In depth Analysis of Indian Patents Law", available at

http://www.nalsarpro.org/CllArticles/InDeptMnalysisoflndianPatentlaw'pdf, 
last visited on 7fr I'iy 2Ol7 at

9:38 a.m.

"ibid
"ibid
"ibid
'oibid3ssupra note 29
36Justice Bakshi Tek Chand Committee

"srividhya Raghavan, "PATENT AND TRADE DISPARITIES IN DEVELOPING COLINTRIES"' Oxford..

University Press, 2012 
^ 
r nvnDDrE\TrlE(i** *. ,iT., C TO"g ChTTNg LiU, *COMPI.ISORY LICENSING: PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES AND

WAY FORWARD", Springer Publications, 2015

%;ii'il; rri r.gL" : Reconciling Affordable Access with Patent Protection", available at

hnp://icrier.or ypdfllrrdiar}Ts lpR_Regime.pdf, last visited on 76 h;,y 2011 at 12:23 p'm'
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In 1959, a second report, known
government.ao India relied heavily
joined the WTO in 1994.a1

as the Ayyangar Committee
on the Ayyangar committee

ISSN :2581_6837

report, was commissioned by the
report for its patent policy, until it

Justice v'R' Krishna Iyer expressed his appreciation for the Ayyengar committee Report by stating :"A well debated' development oriented and patrioticutty pro""rr"d Statute of 1970,with a progressiveperspective' and successful sequel passed after a thorough study, proved a tremendous nationalkiumph for the consumer and the manufacturer alike."a2 This report examined how the nationalambitions could be achieved through an IP regime.o' A detailed study of the patent laws andsuccessful public welfare models of several other nations was carried out by the Ayyengarcommittee' Abolition of "product patent" was strongly advocated by the committee in its report.aaThe committee found that the foreign nationals were exploiting India,s patent system as they held g0-90o/o patents in India' but exercised only l}%oin India.as iter iuctr deliberation in the parriament, thecommittee recommendations culminated in The patents Act,l970.a6

1970- PRESENT

The 1970 Act, expressly revoked pharmaceutical patent.aTThere was prohibition of patents on"substances intended for use or capable of being used as food or medicine or drug....or relating tosubstances prepared or produced by chemical processes."48 However, pharmaceutical compoundswere allowed to be patented by the Act.4e A deliberate efforl to stimulate the lagging lndian drugindustry was made through the 1970 Act.50 Due to his, ;;;;;", India deveroped a reputation ofbeing a producer of low-priced generic drugs.sl o, l.r;;r;-r'rr, ,rroru participated in the GATT(and later the wTo)'52 Inclusion of Intellectual Properties i, ih" Irrt"*ational Trade Agreement wasinitially opposed by India's3 India feared that its non- acceptance of rRIpS would lead to a restrictionon its exports''a At the uruguay round of the wTo, strong I.p.R. protections were proposed to beintroduced by the u's'A' under a pressure from their pharmaceutical corporate lobby.55 promotion of

-

o5{' 
Rajagopala A5'yengar, "Report on the Revision of the patents Law,,, auulable at h@s://spicyip.com/wp-

,#'r#:[1T/2013/10/avvangar-commiftee-repon.pdf last visited on 7h Jury 2017 at t2:28 p.m.
o'v'R' 

K'ishrra Iver, "GATT, TRIps and patent L:y_ 
_ rl,,THE HINDU, Sept. l 1, 2000, available athfiJ.ffiJiTindu'com/2000/09/11/storier&tzszq.b^. rust,rrsiteo oo 7e July 2017 at t2:45 p.m.

u
ŝupra note 39

a5shamnad 
Basheer, "India's Tryst with TRIPS: The patents Amendment Act,20o5,,,avai1ab1e athttp:l/ijlt'rn/*p-content/uploadszzotsToaznashe".-Irdiur-Tryst-*ith-TRrps-i;e-patents-Amendment-Act-2005_ 

1_ffi-1.-r.-rech._15.pdf, last visited o" z* r"ry, zo tl ais:zo p.i.-- - 
^--i

o'Srpru 
note 3o

a8ibid

"ibid

,strlrinmoi Chatte{ee, ..Law on pharmaceutical patents,, available at
ffi//napers'ssm.com,/sor3/papers.cfm?ab*""ira:z:E2g3 r, last ,ri.ir"d or, 7fr July 2or7 at 4:r4 p.m.
52 P.K. VASUdCVA, ..INDIA AND THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION: PLANNING ANDDE_VELOPMENT,,,P.62, S.B. Nangia A apff pJfirhing Corporation, 2000"Michael L' Doane' *TzuPS 

and Inlernationat tntettectuat property r."i*i", in an Age of Advancing
*Hf"?'; 

avairabre athttp://www.uao,rci.comzrrode/u5, tast visiteo o., s" rrry zon atr0:rz a.rn
sJAmit 

shovon Ray & Sabyasachi Saha, "India's Stance at the wro : Shifting coordinates, Unaltered

'tr?fir"*^:available 
athw://wwwjnu.ac.in/sis/citd/discussionprp*rz*".par, 

Iast visited on 8e July 2017 at
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competition and free trade is the core philosophy of WTO.56 In spite of this, a strong IPR regime was

proposed as a part of a multilateral trading agreement through the TRIPS agreement's7 Moreover' the

determination of IPR regime must be done endogenously within the economy and should be in

accordance with the technological leaming and capability levels of the country in question's8 This fact

is supported by a large body of theoretical and empirical literature.se The process of technological

catch-up may be severely hindered through a exogenous imposition of strong IPR regime'60 During

their process of development and technological learning, the developed nations had sufficient time

and flexibility to adopt an appropriate IPR regime according to the needs and priorities'61 Ironically'

there is sufficient evidence to support this fact'62

India was going through a "know - why" process, beginning in the 1970's and well into the 1980's'63

It was through reverse engineering, that India built its process development capabilities'64 The process

patent allowed by the Indian Patents Act 1970 was the main factor behind the emergence of the Indian

pharmaceutical industry as a strong generics player'6sThe generic versions of blockbuster drugs were

being produced at very low prices by the domestic competitive generic market in India'66 As

compared to the drugs sold by the US and EU pharmaceutical companies, these generic drugs costed

onty S%.u, There has been a huge demand for Indian generic AIDS drugs across the third world

countries.68 The price of antiretroviral drugs was lowered as much as 98o/o due to the role played by

the generic drugs from India.3.7 . million Africans with AIDS, lacking access to treatment benefitted

abundantly from this.6e

A premature halt would have been put on this development, if India shifted to a product patent

..gi-..ro The Indian Pharmaceutical industry was extremely apprehensive about the TRIPS

agreement, as the phenomenal growth of the industry was mainly due to the process patent regime'71

'6WTO, "Understanding the WTO", available at

https://www.wto.orglenglish/thewto-e/whatis-e/tif-e/understanding-e.pdf, last visited on 8e July 2017 at 10:54

a.m.

"Sopra note 55
t*Rarrrak ishna B. & Anil Kumar H.S., "FUNDAMENTALS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS :

FoR STUDENTS, INDUSTRALIST AND PATENT LAW\.ERS,,, Notion Press, 2017

"ibid
uoibid

utibid
u'ibid
u'ropru note 55
*ap:fo;s"rza, ..Future of Indian pharma lies beyond generics", The Hindu, Apil 22"d 2012, avaTlable at

http://www.thehindu.com/business/future-of-indian-pharmla-tes-beyond-generics/article3 
339963 'ece, last

visited on 8s July 2011 at I l:59 a.m.
u'ibid
uuf"* O. Lanjouw, ..The introduction of pharmaceutical product patents in India: heartless exploitation of the

poor and suffering,,, available at htpy'/www.nber.org/papers/w63O6.pdf, last visited on 8n July 2017 at2"47

p.m.
6Tlnternational Centre for Trade and Development, "Indian Parliament approves Controversial Patent Bill"'

available at http://www.ictsd.org/indian-parliament-approves-controversial-patent-bill, 
last visited on Sft July

2017 at4'.15 P.m.
;toolr.. t"J*ig,l'gE pharma Lobbies Hard to End India's Distribution of Affordable Generic Drugs"' Truth-

o;;";;;l'0*litq,available at http://www.truth-out.org/r,ewsliterr,l2672l-big-pharma-lobbies-har&to-end-
'india-s-distribution-of-affordable-generic-drugs, last visited on 8h July 2017 at 4:38 p'm'
6eprabhu Ram, ..India's New TRIPS Compliant Patent Regime", available at

http://studentorgs.kentlaw.iit.edr.r/ckjip/wp-content/uploadslsttesl4l2Ol3l06/11_5JlntellProp1952005-2006.pdf,
last visited on th July 2Ol7 at 1:40 p'm'

'osrptu note 63
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However, there was a surprising turn of events in 1989. Instead of maintaining its strong opposition
towards the product patent regime, India eventually gave in to the proposal. This was mainly due to
the immense pressure from the U.S.72 Linkages have been drawn between the threat of U.S. to use the
Special 301 Law and the change in India's position regarding the application of product patent
regime.73 The TRIPS agreement set out certain minimum standards which were required to be
followed by India, in order to continue its connection with the WTo.?a Article 27.1 oithe TRIpS
Agreement stated that "all members' nations must make patents available for any inventions whether
products or processes, in all fields of technology subject to standard requirements of novelty, utility
and non-obviousness." This clearly shows that the TzuPS Agreement requires full patent protection
for all pharmaceutical products.

In order to comply with the TRIPS Agreement, a transition period of 10 years was provided to India
by the wTo'7s In order to make patents available for pharmaceutical products, India had to amend its
Patent regime by January 1 , 200576 . The 1 970 act underwent three amendments. The first amendment
required the patent system to provide for filing of patent applications during the transition peiod.ll
The second amendment extended the patent term to twenty years, modified the compulsory licensing
requirements and burdens of proof for patent infringement.Ts The Patents (Amendment) Act of 2005
allowed both product and process patent for pharmaceuticalproducts.Te

International Patent system never existed in the past.8o It was realized by the nations over the years
that there would be an increase in efficiency and reduction in costs if the patent system was
internationalized.8lThis is the main reason for formation of treaties and conventions relating to
patents.82 The shaping of patent law, be it national or international, has, to a large extent been

"ibid
"ArithuRamanna, "India's Patent Policy and Negotiations in TRIpS : Future options for India and other
Developing Countries" available at https://www.iprsonline.org/ictsd/docs/ResourcesTRlpSanita ramanna.doc,
l?st visited on 8m July 2017 at 12:45 p.m.
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dependent on Intemational treaties.83

PARIS CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY. 1883

During the last century, there was no existence of any international convention in the field of
industrial property.8a Due to the diversity of laws in different countries, obtaining protection for

industrial property in different countries, was a difficult task.ss Moreover, in order to protect the

novelty of the invention, the patent application had to be made at the same time in all the countries.

Hence there was a strong desire to overcome such difficulties.86During the second half of the last

century the development of a more intemationally oriented flow of technology and the increase of
international trade made harmonization of industrial property laws urgent in both the patent and the

trademark field.87

In 1873, the govemment of the Empire of Austria-Hungary had organized an intemational exhibition

of inventions in Vienna and invited,all the countries to participate in the same. However, due to lack

of legal protection for inventions, the countries refused to participate in the exhibition. This led to the

grant of a temporal protection to the inventions of all the foreigners participating in the exhibition.

This protection was granted through an Austrian Law.88 In the same year,1873, Congress of Vienna

for Patent Reform was convened, which laid down a number of principles on which patent should be

based.8e

In 1878, an International Congress on Industrial Property was convened at Paris in 1878. Its main

outcome was that one of the governments should be asked to convene an international diplomatic

conference "with the task of determining the basis of uniform legislation" in the freld of industrial

property.eo

Following that Congress, France prepared a final draft proposing an international "union" for the

protection of industrial property. This draft was sent to a number of countries by the French

govemment. In 1883, a Diplomatic Conference was convened in Paris. This ended with the final

approval and signature of the Paris Convention for the protection of Industrial Property. The

convention was signed by 11 states.

SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS OF THE PARIS CONVENTION

There are three substantive provisions of the Paris Convention, namely - National Treatment, Right of
Priority and Common rules.

1. Under the provisions of National Treatment, the convention states that as regards protection to

industrial property, one contracting state shall not accord discriminatory treatment to other contracting

*'ibid
ttWIPO, "International treaties and conventions on Intellectual property", available at

hJtp://www.wipo.int/exporl/sites/www/about-ip/en/iprm/pdflch5.pdfl last visited on 9'h July 2017 at 9:33 p.m.
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states'el Ifprotection ofindustrial property is being given by a contracting state to another state, thesame protection sha, be given by that state to all the other contracting states.

2' The second substantive provision is that of the Right of priority. As per this provision, where anapplicant makes apatentapplication for an invention in one contracting state, he may within within 12months apply for a patent in other contracting states as well.e2 All his other applications will beregarded as having been filed on the same date as the first application. In other words, his appricationwill have priority as against any other applications filed with regard to that particular invention. oneadvantage ofthis provision is that in ora". to obtain protection in-several other countries, the applicantneed not present all of his applications at the same time. He can take the prescribed time and decidethe countries where he wishes to obtainprotection.e3

3' The convention provides certain common Rules for patents, which are as folows :_

Independence of patents:Thrs rule provides that the examination, grant or denial of a patentapplication in one country of the union, is independentorl-ne applications filed for the sameor related inventions in other countries of tn"Urior, .si 
-^ --^- '

l;i#r:, 
the invenror to be mentioned : The inventor has a right to be menrioned in the

Patentability not effected by Restrictions on the patent : sometimes, restrictions may be puton the sale or importation oia product. Hower"r, this will not lead to a refusal or invalidationof patent granted on suchproduct.es

Vol. 3 Issue l, Ian-Iun2019
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*:,il:"#,T,"r11 ::3::,"T?.1,"^.:l::.r1 orfer to.prevent abuses that mighr resurt from rheexclusive rights conferred ty a patent for inventicountries_to"",u",p.o,"";il#;-:ff T.'X.llH'"1;#I::*,,f]^:T:::1"#),-u,^Y.!v v'qvr vrwl'Urru,rst reglslatrve measures granting compulsory licenses.ri In orderto grant.Compulsory License, four years must have oassed from tho Aqta ^€Gr.i-^ rr--passed from the date of filing the
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Grace period for maintenance fees : A grace period 6 months sha1l be granted to the patent

holder to pay the maintenance fees. where the patent has lapsed due to.non-payment of

maintenanie fees, restoration of patent shall also be allowed once the fees is paid''""

Patents in International Traffic : Sometimes, patented devices which are on board ships'

Aircraft, vessels or land vehicles, may accidentiy enter into another country' No compulsory

license or approval from the patent owner is required in case of such accidenlal intrusion'ro1

Inventions shown and marks exhibited at International Exhibitions : when inventions are

displayed at international exhibitions held within the territory of a member nation, which are

"oifi"iully recognized", such member nation shall provide temporary.protection to the

inventions of other members nations which are displayed in such exhibition'1o2

patent cooperation treaty is a multilater al treaty administered by the world Intellectual

properry organization. It facilitates the worldwide filing of .p","1,i^^,Iltlt^ T:ry 
was

concluded in 1970, amended in 1979 and later modified in 1984 and 2001."' On 24 January

1978, the treaty came into force with thirteen contracting states.lOa The treaty started

accepting applications by 1 June 1978. By this time, the number of contracting states in the

treaty in"cr#ed to eighieen.'o5 The numblr increased to 128 by 2005 and by 2006' several

other countries annouriced their intention to join the treaty'106

Basic Obiectives of PCTl07

1. As its name suggests, the Patent Cooperation Treaty is an agreement for international cooperation

in the field of patents. It is often spoken of as being the most significant advance in intemational

cooperation in this field since the adoption of the Paris Convention for protection of industrial

properfy. It is, however, largely a treaty fot rationalization and cooperation with regard to the frling'

searching and examination of patent applications and the dissemination of the technical information

contained therein.

2. ThepCT does not provide for the grant of international patents. The task of and responsibility for

granting patents remains exclusively in the hands of the patent offices of or acting for' the countries

where protection is sought. The PcT does not compete with but, in fact, complements the Paris

tooibid

to'ibid
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,orWtpO, ..patent cooperation Treaty", available at http://www.wipo.inVpcVen/treatylabout'htrn1, last visited on

10fr July 2017 at8:47 a.m.
fo;r"#."ii"* a isatar" Boutillon, "The patent cooperation treaty at the Centre of the international Patent

Svstem,,, available at http://open.mitchellhamline.edu/cgiiviewcontent.cgi?articlr10l5&contexFfacsch,iast
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convention' Indeed, it is a special agreement under the Paris convention open only to States whichare already party to that Convention.

3' The principal objective of the PCT is, to improve on the previously established means of applyingin several countries for patent protection for inventions. This acts both in the interests ofthe users ofthe patent system and the offices which have responsibility for administering it.

To achieve its obiective. the pCTI08 :_

l ' Establishes an international system which enables the filing, with a single patent office (thereceiving office), of a single apptication (the intemational application)in one language having effect ineach of the countries parfy to the PCT which the applicant ru-", (designates) in the application;

2' Provides for the formal examination of the international application by a single patent office, thereceiving office;

3' Subjects each intemational application to an intemational search which results in a report citing therelevant prior art (mainly published patent documents relating to previous inventions) which mayhave to be taken into account in deciding whether the inventionls patentable;

4' Provides for centralized intemational publication of international applications with the relatedintemational search reports, as well as their communication to the designated offices;

5' Provides an option for an intemational preliminary examination of the international application,which gives the applicant and subsequently the offices that have to decide whether or rro, ,o grant apatent' a report containing an opinion as to whether the claimed invention meets certain internationalcriteria for patentability.

The procedure described above is commonly called the international phase of the pcr procedure. Thenational phase pertains to the last part of the patent granting procedure, which is the task of thedesignated offices, i'e', the national offices of, or acting ror, tt e 
"o,-kies 

which have been designatedin the international application.

In PCT terminology, a reference to national office, national phase or national fees includes thereference to the procedure before a regional patent office. In more developed countries with agreaternumber of patent applications, patent offices have been struggling for years with heavy workloads(leading to delays) and with questions of how best to allocate r"ro*".r, so as to ensure that the patentsystem yields the greatest return from the available manpower.

under the PCT system, by the time the intemational application reaches the national office, it hasalready been examined as to form by the receiving office, been searched by the International
Searching Authority and possibly examined by an International preliminary Examining;;;;.
These cenkalized procedures of the international phase thus reduce the workload of the nationalpatent offices.

'otibid
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Further main objectives of the PCT are to facilitate and accelerate access by industry and other

interested sectors to technical information related to inventions and to assist developing countries in

gaining access to technology.

ADVANTAGESOFPCT1O9

The procedure under the PCT has great advantages for the applicant, the patent offices and the general

public:

(i) the applicant has up to 18 months more than he has in a procedure outside the PCT to reflect on the

desirability of seeking protection in foreign countries, to appoint local patent agents in each foreign

country, to prepare the necessary translations and to pay the national fees; he is assured that, if his

international application is in the forrn prescribed by the PCT, it cannot be rejected on formal grounds

by any designated Office during the national phase of the processing of the application; on the basis of
the international search report or the written opinion, he can evaluate with reasonable probabilify the

chances of his invention being patented; and the applicant has the possibility during the international

preliminary examination to amend the intemational application to put it in order before processing by

the designated Offices:

(ii) the search and examination work of patent offices can be considerably reduced or virtually
eliminated thanks to the international search report, the written opinion and, where applicable, the

intemational preliminary examination report that accompany the international application;

(iii) since each international application is published together with an international search report, third
parties are in a better position to formulate a well-founded opinion about the patentability of the

claimed invention.

TRADE RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY zuGHTS (TRIPS)

The Trade Related aspects of Intellectual property (TRIPS) is a multilateral trading agreement which

was negotiated and concluded as an integral part of the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT).110 Since the World trade otganization (WTO) is the successor of GATT,

the provisions of GATT are equally applicable on the members of the WTO. TRIPS is binding on all

the members of the WTO.lll It is imperative for a country to be a parly to TRIPS in order to be a

'0'WIPO, "Patent cooperation Treaty (PCT) 1970", avallable at http://www.wipo.int/pctlenltreatylabout.html,
last visited on lOn July 2017 at 9:55 a.m.

"oMurt Leesti, "Historical Background, General Provisions and basic Principles of the TRIPS Agreement and

Transitional Arrangements", available
http://nopr.niscair.res.in/bitstreaml123456789ll955lll/ilPkoA203yo282y'29yo2068-7 3.pdf, last visited on

July2017 at3:49p.m.
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member of the wro.rr2 The wro had 131 members and 29 accessions to membership under
consideration as on May 1997.113

The Agreement came into effect on 1 January 1995 and is the most comprehensive multilateral
trading agreement on intellectual property rights.114 The main areas covered by TRIpS are :-
copyright and related rights (i.e. the right of performers, producers of sound recordings, and
broadcasting organizations); Trademarks including service marks; Geographical Indications including
appellations of origin, industrial designs; patents including the protection of new varieties of plants;
the layout designs and undisclosed information including trade secrets and test data.lts

BACKGROLIND

The GATT Uruguay Round

The final Act of the uruguay iound was signed on 15th April 1994 at Marrakesh.ll6 Before the
uruguay rounds, the organizationof world trade had a number of features which were an impediment
to trade' Although in the 1960's, the tariffs had been reduced significantly, in the l970,s,the use of
non-tariff barriers in agriculture, clothing and textiles, steel, automobiles, and consumer electronic
goods had eroded the benefits to trade.117 The uruguay rounds consisted of principal agreementsus
related to reduction of tariff by one-third over ten years, reduction of protection in agriculture,
conversion of all bar:riers to trade in clothing and textiles to tariffs over 15 years, imposition of new
restrictions on subsidies, increasing the authority of the GATT dispute settlement systems, givingthe
GATT secretariat authority to review the trade policy of members, establishing multilateral trade rulesfor liberalization of trade in services and creation of a world rrade organ izationto administer the
GATT.

The World Trade Organization

The structure of the WTO is headed by a ministerial conference.lle This ministerial Conference
composed of representatives of all the members which shall meet at least once every two years.

is
120

There shall also be a General council composed of representatives of all the members which shall
meet as appropriate.l2l In between the intervals of the Ministerial conference, its activities shall be
carried out by the general council.122 The wTo shall facilitate the implementation and furtherance of

,,ribid
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the objectives of the multilateral trade agreements.l23 It shall administer the Dispute Settlement
understanding(D.s.u.) as well as the Trade policy Review Mechanism(T.p.R.M.).124

TRIPS Agreement

TRIPS Agreement entered into force on 1 January l9g5J2s The Agreement is annex lC of the
Marrakesh Agreement establishing the World Trade Organization.tz6 The TRIpS agreement is binding
on each member of the WTO from the date the WTO agreement becomes effective for that country.l2T
The original WTO members were granted different transitional periods as per their development, to
comply with the TRIPS agreement. The Council of TRIPS administers the agreement. This council
then reports to the General Council. The main impetus behind the formation of the TRIPS agreement
was the widely differing standards of protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights. The
Preamble of the TRIPS AgreementBtates that it is the desire of members - "to reduce distortion and
impediments to international trade, and taking into account the need to promote effective and
adequate protection of intellectual property rights and to ensure that measures and procedures to
enforce intellectual property rights, do not themselves become barriers to legitimate trade." There are
three main features of the TRIPS agreementl2S - Standards, Enforcement and Dispute Settlement.
The TRIPS Agreement sets out minimum standards of protection to be provided in respect of each
category of intellectual property by each member of the WTO.r2e The Agreement also lays down
certain general procedures applicable to all IPR enforcement procedures.l3o All the disputes among
the WTO members with respect to TRIPS obligations shall be subject to the WTO's Dispute
settlement procedures. 131

The place of the TRIPS council in the wro can be seen from the following figure -

,r.ibid
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a) National Treatment

One of the central principles of the TRIPS Agreement is that of the "National Treatment".132

It is provided under Articte 3 of the Agreement.l" As pe' this agreement, imports and

domestic 'olike" products must not be subject to discriminatory treatment by the members'134

This rule not only prevents countries from taking discriminatory measures bJll 
't?. 

prevents

them from using non- tariff measures which offset the effects of tariffs."' Eliminating
..hidden,, domestic barriers to trade is the main motive of the national treatment principle'136

Therefore, the members must accord imported products no less favourable treatment that

accorded to domestic 
oolike" products'137

b) Most-Favoured Nation (MFN)

MFN is a core principle of the WTO. This principle requires the members to accord the most

favourable tariff and iegulatory treatment given to the product of a.ny one member at the time

of import or export of "like products" to 
-att 

the othei members."t This principle is stated

under Article 413e of the TzuPS Agreement'

TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENT

There is no obligation on the

before the expiry of one Year

members to comply with the rules of the TRIPS Agreement

from the date on which the Agreement came into force i'e' 1

tt'WTO, "Introduction to WTO Basic Principles and Rules", available at

https://ecampus.wto.orgladmin/files/Course-385/Module-l562AvloduleDocuments/BP-L1-R1-E'pdf, 
last visited

on 1lft July 2017 at 10:02 a.m.
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Analysis-of-GATT-Article-Ill, last visited on 1l'h fuly 2ol7 at 10:07 a.m.

'3sibid136WTO, ..principles of Non-Discrimination", available at http://phasel'nccr-

trade.org/images/stories/mira^V Too/o2o-%2ochaptef/o204-non-discrimination.pdf, last visited on llft July

201'7 at 10:13 a.m.
137ibid

I3SUNCTAD, "Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment : A sequel", available at

http://unctad.orglenlDocs/diaeia20101-en.pdf, last visited on l ln July 2017 at 10:47 a'm'
llLi;; + orimps, With regard to ihe protection of intellectual properly, any advantage, f1lour, privilege or

immunity granted by a Mem6er to the iationals of any other country shall be accorded immediately and

unconditionally to the nationals of all other Members. Exempted from this obligation are any advantage, favour,

privilege or immunity accorded by a Member: (a) deriving from intemational agreements on judicial assistance

or law enforcement of a general nature and not particularly confined to the protection of intellectual properff;

(b) granted in accordan"ce with the provisions of the 
-Berne 

Convention (1971) or the Rome Convention

authorizing that the treatment accorded be a function not of national treatment but of the treatrnent accorded in

another country;(c) in respect of the rights of performers, producers of phonograms and broadqasting

drganizations not provided under this Agreement;
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January 1995.140 The developing and the least developed nations have been permitted
additional delays to comply with the trips Agreement.lar

Developed Nations

The developed country members were
January lgg6.t42

Developing Nations

required to comply with the TRIPS obligations by 1

A developing country member which is in the process of transformation from a centrally
planned into a market, free-enterprise economy and which is undertaking structural reform of
its intellectual properfy system and facing special problems in the preparation and
implementation- of intellectual property laws and regulations, may be granted a further period
of four years.'o3An additional extension of five years may be availed by a developing country
in order to extend product pateflt protection to the areas of technology not protected on the
date of application of the TRIPS Agreement.roa Where a developing country avails of the
transitional period, any changes in law or rules or regulations by the developing nation,
during the transition period, shall be in consistency with the TRIpS provisions.la5

Least Developed Nations (LDC's)
The least developed country members have been provided a transition period of ten years.'06
This in in view of the special needs and requirements of least developed country members,
their economic, financial and administrative constraints and their need for flexibility to create
a viable technological base.1a7 On a duly motivated request of the least developed country
member, the Council may extend this period even further.1a8

laOwTO, 
"Part - VI Transitional Arrangements", available at https://www.wto.org/english,/docs-e/leg al-e/27-

trips_08_e.htm, last visited on 1Ift Jlly 2017 at 1 l:07 a.m.
lalibid

'o'WPo, "WPO-EPO Regional Seminar on the Implications of the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights", available at
htp://www.wipo.int/mdocsarchives/![IPo EPO IP_BAK-97|WIPO EPO IP BAK_97_l_E.pdf last visited
on 116 July 2017 at I :02 p.m.

'o'art,. Os ott'he TRIPS Agreemenr
raaibid

lasibid

'ouArt.66of the TRIPS Agreement
laTibid
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The WIPO convention was signed at Stockholm, on July 14, lg67.t4e The convention came

into force in 1970 and was amended in 1979.150 wIPo is one of the specialized agencies of

the United Nations System of Organizalions'lsl

The main purposes of WIpO are"Z :- 1) to promote the protection of intellectual property

throughout the world through cooperation among states, and where appropriate in

collaboration with any other- intemational otganization; and 2) to ensure administrative

cooperation among the unions.

In order to attain these objectives, WIPO, in addition to performing the administrative tasks of the

Unions, ,ndertakes a number of activities, includingi53: (i) normative activities, involving the setting

of norms and standards for the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights through the

conclusion ofinternational treaties; (ii) program activities, involving legal and technical assistanceto

States in the field of intellectual,property; (iii) intemational classification and standardization

activities, involving cooperation among industrial property offices concerning patent' trademark and

industrial design documentation; and (iv) registration and frling activities, involving services related

to intemational applications for patents for inventions and for the registration of marks and industrial

designs.

Membership in WIPO is open to any State that is a member of any of the Unions and to any other

State satis$ring one of the following conditionsl5a: (i) it is a member of the UnitedNations, any of the

specialized agencies brought into relationship with the United Nations, or the International Atomic

Energy Agency; (ii) it is aparty to the Statute of the Intemational Court of Justice; or (iii) it has been

invited by the General Assembly of wIPo to become a party to the convention' There are no

obligations arising from membership of WIPO concerning other treaties administered by WIPO'

Accession to wIPO is effected by means of the deposit with the Director General of wIPO of an

instrument of accession to the WIPO Convention'

The WIpO Convention establishes three main organs"t: the WIPO General Assembly, the WIPO

Conference and the WIPO Coordination Committee. The WIPO General Assembly is composed of

the Member States of WIPO which are also members of any of the Unions. Its main firnctions are,

inter alia, the appointment of the Director General upon nomination by the Coordination Committee'

review and approval of the reports of the Director General and the reports and activities of the

Coordination Committee, adoption of the biennial budget corlmon to the Unions' and adoption of the

financial regulations of the Organizatiot'

,o,WIpO, ..Summary of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO

Convention) (196:.)- available at http://www.wipo.inVtreaties/en/convention/summary-wipo-convention'htm1,

last visited on 1lft July 2017 at ll:22 a.m.
lsoibid

151...,
1b1(l

l52lnternational Bureau of WIPO, "Introductory Seminar on Industrial Propertv"- available at

www.wipo.inVedocs/mdocs/innovation/en/isip-96/i;ip-9i-f -4o., last visGd on i t* l"ty ZO t Z at I I :39 a'm'

'153ibid

tt4ibid

rrribid
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CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATIoN : RELEVANT LAWS AND
INSTITUIONS THEIRLEGAL ISSUES IN INDIA

HAIDER ALI

Assistant professor, Teerthankar Mahavir university, Moradabad

1. Introduction

Etymologically the term, "Environment" connotes surrounding. It is a composite term
referring to conditions in which organisms consisting of air, water, food, sunlight etc., live
and become living sources for all the living and non-living beings includes 17 temperature,
wind, electricity, etc., Environment is the life support systeir. It is from the Environment thatall the essential necessities of life are derive. l 

-Nutoi. 
constitutes the Environment or the

ecology of man' Not only the beauty but also the very existence of life depends on nature.
'oEnvironment includes water, air and land and the inter-relationship which exists among and
between water, air and land and human beings, other living creatures, plants, micro-organism
and property2 The word environment embraces the conditions or influences under which ahy
individual or things exists, lives or develops.3 The environment defined as that outer physical
and biological system in which man and other organisms live is a whole Albert a complicatedon which many interacting components.4 The usually identified components of the
environment generally include: its rocks, minerals, soils and waters, its lands and their
present and potential vegetation, its animal life and potential for live stock husbandry and itsclimate' Environment has been considered as the aggregate of all external conditions and
influences affecting the life and development of an orguiirir.,

Environmental pollution is one of the serious problems faced by the people in the country.Rlnid population growth, industrialization and wbanization in country are adversely
affecting the environment. Though the relationship is complex, population size and growth
tend to expand and accelerate these human impacts on the environment. All these in furn leadto an increase in the pollution levels. However, environmental pollution not only leads to
deteriorating environmental conditions but also have adverse effects on the health tr people.
India is one of the most degraded environment countries in the world and it is paying heavy
health and economic price for it. The present paper is an affempt to examine population
growth, increasing urbanization and its influence on the environment and health of thepeople' The secondary analysis conducted of changes and trends over last fifty years. The
analysis reveals that rapid population growth plays an important role in environmental
problems of the country, from deforestation to land degradation , air andwater pollution to the
spread of disease. The considerable magnitude of air and water pollution pulls up the numberof people suffering from respiratory and water borne diseases and many a times leading to
deaths and serious health hazards. The analysis suggests that there is an urgent need to
:::o:l population and environmental pollution in the country for better health of present and
rurure generafion.-

@atingtoEnvironmentalpollution&protection,l998,p.2
l:::"i ?@):.f.": 

Enviionment Protection Act, 1986. section 2(a) of the Environment protection Act, 1086.- :'lhe state of World Environment" United Nations Environment programme, Annual Review (19g0), p.6.
"Dr' Dewrm A' Nagdeve "Environment and Health in India" presented at IUSSP Regional population Clnference on'Southeast Asia's Population in a Changing Asian Context at Bangkok, Thaiiand, 10-13 June 2002.
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Environmental pollution or climate change is a serious global environmental concern. It is
primarily caused by the building up of Green House Gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. The

global increases in carbon dioxide concentration are due primarily to fossil fuel use and land

use change, while those of methane and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture. Global

Warming is a specific example of the broader term "Climate Change" arrd refers to the

observed increase in the average temperature of the air near earlh's surface and oceans in

recent decades. Its effect particularly on developing countries is adverse as their capacity and

resogrces to deal with the challenge is limited. As in many other countries, India has a

nurnber of legislations, policies and institutions that, while not driven by climate concerns,

contribute to climate mitigation by reducing or avoiding GHG emissions. It is proposed to

study legal and institutional framework for mitigation of GHG emissions in India.

It will comprise an evaluation of relevant constitutional provisions and legislations and

working of institutional machinery that deal with protection of environment bringing down

degradation of environment and GHG emission in the economy and, in turn, address possible

impacts of climate change. Apart from it, an effort will be made to understand judicial

response as reflected in different cases mainly concerning industrial pollution and mitigation

of GHG through different tools and techniques. It will help in examining gaps and

shortcomings in the existing legal and institutional framework that addresses the issue of

GHG mitigation in India. It will enable to provide some possible solutions and

recommendations to improve the present legal and institutional framework dealing with the

issue of climate change (GHG) mitigation in India.

India is vast countries where both mitigation and adaptation requirements are high and at the

same time is very daunting task. This is because India has largest population after china in for

meeting the needs of human and social development needs, an increase in GHG emissions for

a few years would be obvious. However, changing climate, the challenge for India is to

decrease the rate of increase of emissions in the economy per unit growth while meeting its

development wants. This means that carbon intensity of the economy should fall, which can

be achieved through sustainable productivity, conservation of resources, technology

transformation, accompanied by sustainable consumption behavior .Thus, India's answer to

climate change mitigation,

1. Relevant Ministries, Government Institutions and otherBodies

India's climate change policy framework is where national governments play a central role

in setting targets, institutions, and policies for climate change mitigation; as well as provide

necessary support to the states and local governments. i56The Ministry of Environment,

Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) is the nodal agency responsible for coordinating all

activities related to environment and climate change in India. Several other ministries which

are actively involved in climate change activities that lie within their jurisdiction. "'The
Prime Minister's Council on Climate Change (PMCCC) was set up in 2007 as the High Levcl

Advisory Group on Climate Change responsible for formulating and coordinating the

tt6 irttp://envfor.nic.inl

"' http ://pib.nic.in/newsitelPrintRelease

t9
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assessment, strategies and planning of climate change related activities in the country. The
council was reconstituted in November, 2014 under the new Central Government. The
council coordinates the action plan and advice the govemment on proactive measures that can
be taken to deal with the challenge of climate change, facilitate inter-ministerial coordination
and guide policy in relevant areas. rtsThe National Action Plan on Climate Change Q\fAPCC)
was launched by the council in 2008 as a strategic guidance document. The council
periodically monitors key policy decisions in the area of climate change. The MoEFCC is the
nodal agency responsible for coordinating the implementation of overall NAPCC activities,
while each of the eight missions within the plan, and fall within the purview of specific nodal
implementing ministries. After the launch of the NAPCC, civil societies and state
governments have also emerged as key stakeholders in the area of climate change, where
state governments are given the responsibility to implement NAPCC through their respective
state action plans (SAPCC). Ministry of Finance while does not directly involve in policy
making on climate change mitigation, it remains an important institution concerning matters
related to climate change finance. The Expert Group on Low Carbon Development strategies
for inclusive growth was also constituted by the erstwhile Planning Commission of India to
identify potential low carbon growth strategies for the country till 2030.

Ministries/ Expert Groups responsible for climate change actions in India lse

Cross sectors Participating ministries/bodies

Prime Ministers' Council
Climate Change

Prime Minister(Head of Council)

Minister for External Affairs, Union Finance Minister,
Union Minister for Environment, Forests and Climate
Change, Union Minister for Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation, Union Minister
for Agriculture, Union Minister for Urban Development,
Union Minister for Science and Technology, Union MoS
of Power, Coal and NRE, Principal- Secretary to PM
(Member-convener of this panel), Cabinet Secretary.

Foreign Secretary, Secretary, Ministry of Environment,
Fore and Climate Change

Expert Group on Low Carbon Expert advisory group with domain experts from

"8 http,//*w*.moef.nic.in /downloads/home/Pg0 1 -52.pdf
lse www.teriin.org
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2. Key Mitigation Initiatives at The NationalLevel

In 1990s, India adopted various policies, legislative and regulatory framework that is related

to environmental protection which has direct bearing on impact on GHG mitigation. Early

policies were related to energy security and poverly alleviation the current government

policies have focused on GHG mitigation with developmental issues. Altogether, the policies

range in wide variety of actions, covering all major GHG emitting sectors.

3. Five Year Plans and Climate Change Mitigation

The five year plans have given guidance to the government of India for formulating domestic

policies and goals for the in five years. FYPs have considered climate change in its agenda

over years in growth and sustainable development agenda for the sectors such as agriculture,

forestry, water, energy and non-renewable etc

Strategies for Inclusive Growth different areas/ sectors

Ministry of Environment, Forest

and Climate Change

Nodal

Ministry of Finance Cross-sectoral

Sector Specific

Energy Sector Ministry of Power, Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Central

Electricity Authority, Central Electricity Regulatory

Commission, State Electricity Regulatory Commission,

Minishy of Power, Coal and Renewable Energy

Transport Ministry of Urban Development, Ministry of Road

Transport and Highways, Central Pollution Control

Board, State Pollution Control Board

Industry Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Iron and Steel, Ministry

of Power, Coal and MNRE, BEE

Agriculture Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperation, DARE

Buildings and waste Ministry of Urban Development, Ministry of Housing

and Urban Poverty and Alleviation

Forest Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change

Strategic Knowledge

Management on Climate Change

Ministry of Science and Technology
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The Twelfth FYP (2012n2017) gave much significance to sustainable growth where science
and technology were given significance to more critical role through increase in budgetary
expenditure from l%o to 2Yo of GDP. Climate Change Action programme was set up to
scientific research, assessment of Climate Change, creating an institutional capacity for
research and studies in the area of Climate Change mitigation (National Carbonaceous
Aerosols Programme (NCAP), Long Term Ecological observatories (LTE9), and
coordinated Studies on climate change for Norlh East region (csccNE). NApcc and
domestic mitigation resolution got speed through a sustainable development strategy.
However, the Government of India has change the strucfure of the planning commission
which prepares India's Five year. Now planning commission is known as Niti Ayog.

4. International Commitments

Climate change issues got significance when a framework was entered into by world
including India in 1992 to conibat the challenge of climate change by adopting of the united
Nations Framework Convention on Climate change ([TNFCCC). At that time, India was
supporter of Article 4.7 of UNFCCC which recognizes poverty eradication and
socioeconomic development of developing countries' and of Article 3.1 recognizing the
'principles of equity and of common but differentiated responsibilities, among nations. India
is party to the other important environmental agreements of the world originating from the
Stockholm Declaration in 1972 to the ratification of Kyoto protocol in 2002. Keeping
promises made to the global climate change issues, in the 13th Conference of parties in2007,
India publically declared its intentions to not exceed its limits and reduce GHG

At Copenhagen, India showed its willingness to take on global leadership according to its
capacity development issues. India is ready to reduce the emissions of its GDp by 20-25%by' India legislated legislation and policies to integrate environment protection into
development planning in its Twelfth and Thirteen Five year according to the aim set in
CBDR, India will adopt all issues of mitigation, adaptation, finance, technology development
and transfer, capacity building and transparency of actions in a balanced manner, It would
cover all the national missions and other steps under National Action plan on Climate Change
and State Action Plan on Climate Change.

5. National Action plan on Climate Change

In 2008, NAPCC was launched by the Government of
addressing issues related to climate change mitigation
identified eight national missions running through 2017
pressing climate concerns and outlines independent targets
different sectors. The missions are:

India as a guiding framework for
in the country. The action plan
to 2022 highlighting India,s most
for emission mitigation within the

! National Solar Mission (mitigation focus)

! National Water Mission (adaptation focus)

E National Mission on Enhanced Energy Efficiency (mitigation focus)
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National Mission on sustainable Habitat (mitigation and adaptation focus)

National Mission on Sustainable Agriculture (adaptation focus)

National Mission on Sustainable Himalayan Eco-systems (adaptation focus)

National Mission on Strategic Knowledge Management (mitigation and adaptation
focus)

I National Mission for a Green India (mitigation and adaptation focus)

7. Enforcement of Environmental Regulations

A State implements an international norm at the domestic level in three phases: first, by
adopting national legal measures;.second, by enforcing them; and third, by reporting on the
implementation measures. National legal measures might include enacting legislation,
formulating policies or administering resources. The domestic implementation measures
adopted need to be appropriate for the purpose of meeting obligations under the international
tteaty, so as to achieve 'compliance' with treaty obligations. The mere fact that arr
implementation measure is taken does not mean that it is adequate to meet a treaty obligation
nor that the State is necessarily compliant with its obligation. The term'compliance' is part of
a rar;.ge of terminology used to describe patterns of conformity with legal norms. Compliance
is defined here as 'the fulfillment by the contracting Parties of their obligations under a
multilateral environmental agreement and any amendments to the multilateral environmental
agreement'. However, it should be observed that compliance is not an 'all or Gaps in the
implementation of environmental law 9 nothing' game. The fact that a Party is not fully
compliant does not mean that it is fully noncompliant. Despite the binary nature of the
language used, compliance occurs across a scale ofshades of grey160

Enforcement of environmental regulations in India has been a major bone of contention for
the legislature. The concern was highlighted in as many words by the Chief Justice of India,
Justice S.H. Kapadia.ln a recent speech, Kapadia suggested amending various environmental
laws so as to give them "more teeth" and also provide requisite machinery to implement them
properly. In light of the current political climate vis-a-vis comrption, at the forefront of public
attention are many projects and factories that are alleged to having been undertaken or
proposed by large corporations in contravention of environmental law or being damaging to
the environment. Many of these controversies have involved civil society and native or tribal
population protests, alleging that these projects have been given the approval by the Ministry
of Environment and Forests ("MoEF") and the state pollution control boards ("PCBs"),
without a proper assessment of its impact on the environment and the local populace and their
livelihood. Therefore, the issue at the heart of the debate regarding environmental protection
has been striking a balance between environmental protection and economic development of.
India.l6l

160 
https : //ro.uow.edu. au

16r https://indialawnews.org
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Conclusion

Despite international commitments and world class legislations, an institution polices andmachinery India is lagging behind its expectations to improve the environment conditions.
Failure of the administrative machinery can be easily seen. Due to mal-function and non
seriousness of administrative machinery Government of India had made an out of court
settlement on behalf of the victims of the Bhopal gas tragedy. whatever steps has been takenso far was taken by apex judiciary of India, judiciary is sole champion of the cause ofenvironmental protection through public interest litigation Thus, it appears that itis the lackof an adequate legislative, regulatory and administrative framework that has compelled to thejudiciary to interfere or to protect environmental cause in India but good thing is thatcondition is improving and people are becoming more aware about environmental issues.
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INTRODUCTION

',Fear,, has just four letters in order like ,,love,' yet the two have altogether different

significance. whatever u -u, accomplishe. r- ,n. iou" of their families dependably begin

with the foundation "r 
ar""a. By and l;"-;;; a variety of times we have been asking

ourselves that, what will happen on the Jff chance that we were not there' but rather we

continue approaching as opposed to frefprng o"i it' fi-" is valuable' it never stops for any

one and we are living in the realm or instauitity of employment, the vulnerability of property

and like this the story goes constant, for tft" ""ti'" 
existencl of a man' Life is precious and has

always been very ,rrr"?aui*r. As the g"rroui- "u*re 
of man, he tends to pray to God for

protection u,,d ,""*ity from time immemorial in order to secure life of those people are

dependent of him ror survival. In modern Irv., *rv praying will not help them' It's the time

when Life Insurance Companies play their role'

,.Life insurance is a husband,s privilege, a wife's right and a child's claim't62" It offers the

safest and surest means of estabiishing a socia-listic puttt*' pelhaps not without a lot of sweat

but certainly withoui blood and tears. It stabilizes the economic security of the policy holder

and atthe same ti-. 
^."rt 

itutes its d;-;; ilmotion of industry by providing the

necessary capital ""i;;;t 
various 'o"iit "t"'ity 

measures'I63

LIFE INSURANCE FRAUDS

The contract of insurance is a contract either to indemniff a person against a loss which may

arise on the happening of an event or to pay a sum of money on the happening of some or any

event for an agreed Jonsideratior. to p,,i'ii in other words it is a contract under which one

party undertakes to pay to anothel person a sum of money or its equivalent on the happening

os a specifi.O "ro"niit "refore 
the relationship of between the insurer and the insured is

based on the principle of utmost gooa iuitn Tr'is implies that both parties will abide by the

spirit of ttre contraJirfi", than elxploitli' tttt'' In practice it implies that the insured will

disclose all matters- r"i"rrr, to the^policy-*J,rr" insured risks, whether or not specifically

asked to do so, "r;;;;; 
,h" irr*", *1r iotiut" ,"rog" in the policy terms and conditions to

resist a claim which-], "r."r.e 
is obvi'ousty tegltiirate' It should not be forgotten that

insurance arises out of the need for protection against catastrophe: death' serious injury'

major property 1";; ; ih" pu't' und- "ut" 
toda11 it may stand betrveen the insured and

personal ruin. The good faith of the compuol"' i' ("'"" ultut toir'e confidence of the insured'164

pleton Century Crofts' 196O p'11 -24)'

'u'SopraNote3o. r/^r 1., \T^ r rwint
16tvlichael Clarke, The British Joumal of criminolog y'Yol.29,No' 1 (winter 1989)' pp' 1-20'
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If we have a look at basic types of life insurance frauds which are committed in India, it canbe divided into three majorcategories :_

i) The first type of life insurance frauds are committed by the people who areworking in the insurance business such u. .-ptoy""s or agents of a life insurancecompany.
ii) The second type of life insurance frauds are committed by those people who areavailing the seryices of a life insurance 

"o-prrry-*ch as policy horders.iii) The third type and the most ,nusual tvpe oi life insurance fraudsters are thosepeople who are. not directly connected to the business or inru.uo"., fut rrave anindirect connection such as doctors.l6s

There are certain ways through which the frauds in Life Insurance sector can becommitted' In other words, there are few types of life insurance frauds which arementioned as follows :_

i' Distortiol --.one of the type of life insurance fiauds widely committed in thecountry is distortion of relevant information which i. ,r"""..ury io i" proria"aby the insured to the insurer in the life insurance contract. The insuredmisrepresents the given information which relates to the profile of the personclaiming insurance' one such example or aisiortion committed was in the caseof Life Insurance corporation or tnaia vs. Permanent Lok Adalat and Anrr66,the High 
.coyrt of Punjab 

. 
and Haryana contended that ..the contract ofinsurance is uberrima fides,-i.e. of utmost gooa airrr, therefore, non-disclosureof material facts and furnishing of inconii-ard ,,rpp."ssion of correct factsentitles the insurance company to repudiate the policy,,.ii' counterfeiting documents_- Another type or fife insurance frauds is ofcounterfeiting documents. For instance, ttre rre insurance 

""-rr* *ants oneof its policyholder to give his signature in a farticular document needed as apart of the formality, he himseff is responsible to sign that particulardocument' Fgrging his signature by someone else will amount to life insurancefraud committed by the policy nltaer. In the case of Guruwinder Singhchahal vs State of Punjab167, ihe petitior., i, this case 
"il; ;ith two otherpetitioners were involved in the- aci of forgery in order to get the life insurancemoney back after the death.of one or til'e petitioner. The court held thisoffence to be one kind of life insurance fraud.iii' Lack in the money management- This kind of life insurance fraud involvesthose kind of events where either,there is delay in depositing pr..i* amountin the bank, or there is some other mis management in regard to premiumamount. For exampre, a third,person was sent bf the irrs,rrun.E.o-fury to thepolicy holder in collecting the premirrm ,morirt. He collected th; premiumamount from the insured but he fails to deposit it in the bank. rater he get apolicy lapsed letter from th

amount. 
re rnsurance company in failure of giving premium

iv' Misselling - This kind of life insurance fraud deals with those activities whichinvolve practice wherein full and detailed information about the policy is notprovided to the insured. In the case of Life Insurance corporation of ... vs.

-

'o'International Journal of Marketing, Finarcial Services & Management Research vol.2, No. 5, May (2013)wlvw. indianresearchioumals. com 1 Last Accessed oo o* r*". Jo ii,ir,iii i,rr.
' 
uu 

M ANU,?H,I oaq i zoos.
167 cRM-M- I 7 326-20 I 5 (o&M).
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Mrs. Shashi Sethi And Ors'68, the Himachal High Court stated "the contract of

insurance which is one of uberrima fides was discharged and no liability could

be fastened on the defendant. Nondisclosure of necessary and essential facts

would vitiate the entire contract and the misstatements made by the insured

wereofmaterialnaturewhichvitiatedtheentirecontract.
v. Doctor,s Interference - Life insurance frauds also includes fraudulent

activities done by the medical practitioners. If any of the doctor is involved in

hiding any information which is necessary to be known in the insurance

contract.

'utAIR 2oo8 HP 67.
t'ffrC fttm.yl***.ifig.org/about-ifrg/ (last accessed on 6ft June' 2Ol7 at 0l:01 PM)'
,ro ifg-200L frttp.,ll**ir.i*urancefraudbweau.org/ (Last Accessed on 66 June 2017 01'06 P'M)'

,r, NFA 2011 hffps:/iwww.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-fraud-authority 
(Last Accessed on 6th

htrle2017 01.19 P.M.).

The Indian insurance sector has shown a significant increase in its business in 10 years' With

such growth of the sector came the "-"ft.r". 
of frauds along with it' Insurance Frauds

included illegal acts which caused a huge l,oss to the companies, policy holders and country

as a whole. rn.."ror. it " 
compnnies oJating with the servlce of insuring people are getting

aware of consequences of these insurance darrds. It is driving parties *hIl are involved in

insurance business (Jraziv as they have to bear huge quantum of money' This also results in

decrease in the amount Lf pronts earned by the company. Hence the companies these days are

in need of a strong anti-fraud policy which will protict themselves and others too in this

business in detecting and controlling frauds'

FRAUDS

The laws of India and United Kingdom are more or less same, but then also United Kingdom

has battled this issue of life insurance frauds in far better way than India has done. There are a

few initiatives taken by uK government to manage fraudulent or fraud activities, including:

i. Insurance nraud Investigation Group rrucl - This initiative was taken by number of

insurance fraud investigators representing major UK insurers in order to curb the

problem of rise in insurance frauds including life insurance frauds during 1990s'

Since that time, the membership in this particular initiative taken by the UK

government started to increase and many insurers, investigators, lawyers etc joined

IFIG makin g it a grow rapidly. IFIG aims at dete-cting and preventing frauds and

started to work against insurance frauds as a whole'16e

ii. Insurance Fraud-Bureau (IFB) - As the loss suffered due to life insurance frauds was

getting really high , uK government took an initiative to establish Insurance Fraud

Bureau (IFB).tin'is *ilrOirg up plainly more trustable and capable association

contrasted *itn mfC viably from ZbOO. fhl 1pg additionally have an uncommon line'

Fraud cheat line, which empowers extortion to be accounted for as soon as could be

allowed and the line is very successful following 5 years of alleviating and revealing

insurance frauds in the UK'170

iii. National Fraud Authority (I.IFA) have additionally joined the Association of British

Insurers (ABit in Fighting iraud rogether in a 5 years activity that shows_they will be

joining an e*ertio, Jr". ih" freld with a specific end goal to pick up on fraudsters on

the economy.171
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The above mentioned initiatives_taken by the ulited Kingdom government have donewell in order to curb and control the problem of life insr.riance irauds which India haslacked in doing.

In uK there are two principal statutes relating to Life Insurance Fraud, one is the consumerInsurance (Disclosure and Representations)_Ait 20lz 1i"."irut., referred u. irr. ..GIDR 
Act,2072") and the other is lnsurance Act, 2lr5(hereinafter dgr"d as the ..IA Act,,). The IAAct applies only to non-consumer insurance contracts onty.r-zz Section I of the m a", definesnon-consumer insurance and it fuither says that the consumer insurance conttactwould havethe same meaning as is defined,nder the CIDR Act, 2012.

Section 1 of the CIDR Act, 2012 defines "consumer insurance contract,,. Thus, there is aparticular categotization which has been made in the Insurance Laws in uK, whereby anInsurance for consumers who avails insurance 
fo1 their person alizeduse are treied separatelyfrom the consumers who avails insu.ance for their u,rrir".. o, trade. It would be pertinent tonote that no such distinction has been made under trr. rraiunlrsurance Act, 193g.r73

Section 2 of the CIDR Act, 2012 makes provision about disclosure and representations by aconsumer to an insurer before a consumer Insurance contract is entered lnto. 
-iectio 

t 2e)provides that it would be the duty of the consum., to tur." reasonable care not to make amisrepresentation to the insurer. rinrtt".provides thatafailure by the "";;;;; ro complywith the insurer's request to confirm or uqlg partlglrars freviously given is capable ofbeing a misrepresentation for ttre purposes of this Act.tTa

The cIDR Act' 2012' also provides that in the consumer Insurance contract, it must be seenthat whether a consumer has observed reasonable care in disclosing relevant details or not. Itputs an onus on the consumer to observe reasonable care while disclosing the relevantparticulars and Section.3 of the Act, prescribes the parameters for determination of the
il::f;rl1rr"t 

care like the type of consumer insurance contract in question and its target

The 2012 Act' under section 4 provides a remedy to an Insurer for a misrepresentation madeby a consumer before a consumer Insurance contract was entered into. The remedy couldonly be availed if - (a) the consum., ,nua. the misreprer"niur-lo, in breach of the duty set outin section 2Q)' and (b) the insurer .ao*, that without the misrepresentation, that insurerwould not have entered into the contract at all, orwould t ur" aor. so only on different terms.The remedies for the same are set out in Schedule I 
"fth. ;l which provides that in case ofa deliberate or reckress misrepresenrariron by ;h; il;;,',i" ,r.*., (a) may avoid thecontract and refuse all craims, and (b) need nlt..** uvif?. pr.*irms paid, except to theextent (if any) that it would be unfair to the consume, ;.;;; them. Thus, the Act, providesremedies in cases of both deliberate and reckless misrepresentation and here deriberatemisrepresentation could be understood ,. ;fi";i.--6vuu 'uDrePrs

-

"'Section 2(l) ofthe lnsurance Act 2015."iSection I of the CIDR Act,20l2.
"- Section 2 of the CIDR Act, 2012
"'Section 3 of rhe CIDR Act,20l2.
"o Section 4 of the CIDR Act, 2012.
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The Insurance Act, 20i5 is a comprehensive law on Insurance in force in UK for all the non-

consumer lnsurance Contracts eniered between the insured and the insurer' Just like in the

6IDR Act, z1l1,the IA Act, 2015 urco f.ri, a duty of fair presentation of the risk on the

insured. Sub section 3 of seciion 3 defrnes a fair presentation of risk as one (a) which makes

the disclosure required by subsectior, (+), iUJ *frl"f' makes that disclosure in a manner which

would be reasonably clear and accessibfe ; a prudent insurer' 
1nd 

(c) in which- every material

representation as to u -un", of fact l, .rUrtuoiiut]L.",:::1iind every material representation

u. to u matter of expectation or belief is made ln good ralm'

ThedisclosurerequiredinSection3(3)(a),wouldbeadisclosureofeverymaterial
circumstance, which the insured knows oi ougfrt to know or failing that' disclosure which

gives the insurer sufficient information ,; il; a prudent insurer on notice that it needs to

make further enquiries for the purpose of revealing those material circumstances' Section 8 of

the Act provides ,"*"di". for treach of the auty-or fair presentation, which prescribes that

the insurer has a remedy against the insured for a breach or tn" duty of fair presentation only

if the insurer shows that, but for the ur"u"t , the insurer- (a) would not have entered into the

contract of insurance at all, or (b) would have done so only on different terms' The remedies

are set out in Schedule 1, which further prescribes that in case of a breach' the insurer may

avoid the contract and refuse all claims, and need not return any of the premiums paid'

Apart from the general remedies, section 12 of the IA Act, 2015 also provides a remedy for

fraudulent claims made by the insured.-ih"t, by looking aJ the above-mentioned relevant

provisions of the two statutes, it is quite *ia"ot ittat in UK th"t" is a comprehensive law on

^Irrrrruo." 
frauds, which deals with all the aspects of it'

UnlikeintheUK,wheretherearecomprehensiveandspecificlawsdealingwithlnsurance
Fraud, it is disheartening to see that in india, there are no such laws existing on this day' In

India, the two main acts governing the field of Insurance are the Insurance Act' 1938

(hereinafter ,"f"o"J as the- "IA A;t") and the Insurance Regulatory and Development

Authority of India ict, 1999 (hereinafter called the "IRDA Act")' While the former is an act

toconsolidat.uoOu-"ndthelawrelatingtothebusinessofinsurance'thelatterisanactto
provide for the establishment of an eutf,ority to protect- the. interest of holders of insurance

policies, to reg,rtate, promote *1-*tY;;otAt'fy growth of the insurance industry and for

matters connected therewith or incidental thereto'

Both the above-mentioned acts, do not have any provision dealing with Insurance Frauds'

Though, in Section 45 of the IA Act, 1938, oiy^p'"'"tibes a limitation on the insurer to

question a policy on the basis of u ,oir.tai"-",t 
"tuA" 

by the insured unless it was a material

suppressionmuo.r,a,a.,lentlyordeliberately.However,theprovisiondoesnotdefine
i,,,*a,"" fraud and fails to provide any remedy for the same'

However, a remedy for an Insurance Fraud could be found in the Indian contract Act' 1872'

whichisanactprescribingthelawrelatingtothecontractsoragreementsingeneral.Itis
submitted that arelationship between an irizured and an insurer is a contractual relationship'

where both the p;i;, are Lound by the terms of the agreement' In India' the relationship is

governed by the provisions-o{.the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (hereinafter referred as the

.,contract Act'). i a.,uit"d discussion on this aspect has been made in the preceding

paragraphs,*t,",.i,theremedyro,u,'InsuranceFraudunderthelndianlawhas.been
described.

177 Section 3 ofthe Insurance Act, 1938'
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It is submitted that the law relating to insurance fraud as quite similar in uK as well as inIndia' one of the reasons being that India too is a common raw country, where the concepts ofcontract Law is the same as that of the IrK. Though the definition of fraud is not provided inUK Insurance Law, 2015, yet the principles or tfr'at ;;.;;;;*"d by common raw definitionof contractual Fraud, a provision iot *hi"t also finds ,i.otio, in Section 17 of the Indiancontract Act' Even the remedies prescribed under the UK Insurance Law resonate with the

ffiitt 
provided under the Indian contract Act, 1872 in case of breach of a contract by

CONCLUSION

Insurance Sector in today's global world has become one of the fastest growing sector, whichcan boost a nation's economy. Be it leading economies like china or South Korea, every oneof them has tapped the potential of the Insurance Sector by making appropriate regulationsand policies, which in effect has ensured smooth growth of'Insurance Sector. with an annualgrowth rate touchin g 7o/-:, it would be appropriate for the government to take initiates that

ffifr::l*1he 
impedimentl of rnsurance Fraud, in the riay or a healthy and frosperous

The major difference between India and uK in curbing life insurance frauds, however, is thecreation of independent bodies by the Government of uK to deal with the Insurance Fraudsjust like National Fraud Authority and Insurance Fraud Bureau. In India, there is noindependent body to investigate Insurance Frauds and thus, many insurance Frauds goundetected or unnoticed' {here is no regulation or *gilil;;ody regulating the detectionand investigation of an Insurance prau-a and here, iiis tert on the Insurer to carryr out aninvestigation and adopt whatever procedure they feei right.

Therefore' there is a greater need today to create specialized bodies to regulate, investigateand try insurance offences. Further, it would be aivisable if a legislation covering the entiresubject' would be enacted by the Parliament in this behalf. often, the police Authorities inIndia treats an Insurance Fraud as a civil matter refuses to initiate criminal proceedings inthe same' And that's why not many people opt to initiate criminal proceedings in this regard.
In my conclusion I wlsh to propose that although India has various laws under differentstafute or codes to initiate an action against an Insurance Fraud be it a civil remedy or acriminal one' the need of the hour is to 

"create 
an investigative mechanism to detect insuranceFraud' The following are the broad three heads under whilh ..fo.-. could be made:-

(D A specific law or code dealing specially with frauds in Insurance Sectorincluding life insurance fraud.
(ID Establish and create a specialized National and State Level investigativebodies, having the sole function of detection oilrr.,.ur"" fraud and to preventthe same' The bodies would create databases of the fraudulent insurancetransactions. and investigate or detect an insurance fraud either Suo Moto or onthe Complaint of someone.
(ID Make Insurance Fraud a penal provision providing imposition of sentences incase of 

3 
wrong doing and payment of monetary fine. Arso, g.rrt ;;i;ht to thecomplainant to-seek compensation in cases oisuch frauds (both insured andthe insurer) and a quick disposal of cases thereof. This would motivate thecomplainant to fight against any instance of insurance fraud.
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(IV)AfeecouldbechargedfromtheComplainantforprovidinginvestigative
services or an actionable claim by the National or the state level investigative

bodies.
(V)Theinvestigativebodywouldalsostudytheusetonewertechnologiesto

prevent tr.rrurr"L nrauds and to detect th" ,u-". The investigative body like

the Telecom n gJ"aw Authority of India (hereinafter referred as "TRAI")

would .rrgg".i --"urrrr.. from time to time oi ir.rr" guidelines concerning the

Insurance Fraud'

Theabove-mentionedsuggestionscouldbeadoptedtomakeacomprehensive
,"itii, in" cou"*,,,tii, and only a policy on these lines would be able to

strategicatty counter the threat ofinsurance fraud'
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CYBER VOYEURISM: TERMINATION OF PRIVACY
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Assistant Professor, CPJ College, Narela, Delhi

ABSTRACT

In the present scenario, as the number of individuals using the social networking sites as a
means of social interaction between individuals on the internet is increasing day by day.
Hence, this has led to the increase in the number of infringement cases of individual's right of
privacy in the realm of the cyberspace especiatly of juvenile's persons which constitutes
majority of the internet users. There are several ways in which the right to privacy of
the individual can be infringed in cyber space. One of such ways is Cyber Voyeurism.
Though, the Voyeurism has been duly inserted as an offence in the Indian Penal Code 1860
by Criminal Law Amendment Act 2013. But the offence of cyber voyeurism is neither
recognised in Indian Penal code nor has the same been expressly recognised under the
Information Technology Act 2000. If a person's privacy is infringed over internet, it involves
various complex issues such as Whether Right to Privacy is only a legal right or a
fundamental right?, what amounts to cyber voyeurism? Is the same been expressly recognised
as an offence under the relevant law governing the cyber space?, In which case does Cyber
Voyeurism amounts to infringement of individual's right to privacy? Where does the
jurisdiction lies/? And ,what shall be the remedy provided under the law? What is the way
forward? Recently, the Apex Court in the case of Justice K.S. Puttaswamy (Retired) Vs,
Union of India and Others in WP (Civil) No. 494 of 2012 has recognised right to privacy as a
fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution. So in the light of the aforesaid
judgment, the present research paper aims to analyse the impact of the said judgment on the
cyber voyeurism and on the basis of which concrete conclusions can be drawn as to the
questions referred above and suggestions can be given to check the menace of cyber
voyeurism.
Keywords: Voyeurism, Privacy, IPC, India, I. T. Act 2000

Introduction:

We are living in the digital age where information means known knowledge and Technology
in the field of Computer and Internet is the means to attain that knowledge. But for some
person, it is a means to intrude upon the privacy of another person. A Press Note released by
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India on 3 July, 20173178 is indicative of the prevalence
of telecom services in India as on 31 December,2016. The total number of subscribers stood
at 1151.78 million, reflecting a 11 percent change over the previous year. There were 683.14
million urban subscribers and 468.64 million rural subscribers. The total number of internet
subscribers stood at 391.50 million reflecting an 18.04 per cent change over the previous
quarter. 236.09 million were broadband subscribers. 370 million is the figure of wireless
internet subscribers. The total internet subscribers per 100 population stood at 30.56; urban
internet subscribers were 68.86 per 100 population; and rural internet subscribers being
13.08. The figures only increase.

178 Press Release 4512017, available athp://trai.gov.in/sites/defaulVfilesiPR _No .45of2017 .pdf
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As the number of users of the computer and internet are increasing day by day' it has come to

the knowledge of the investigating agencies that offences pertaining to the computer and

internet are also irr"r"urirg ui u il".r, faster rate. Furthermore, computer and Internet

becomes a tool for social interaction amongst its users, 
_such 

as the use of social networking

websites whose use is most commonly fouid amongst the users especially youngsters but it

has come to the knowledge of the investigating ageicies that lhe some mischievous users of

the said website are using the same for'vioiatiig the other's person right and state have

recognised the certain misJhievous individual's acts as offence and these acts are categorised

as offences under Information Technotogy e.t 2000' offences which are expressly

mentioned under the IT Act 2000 are Huitirg, Punishment for sending offensive messages

through communicati; ;. r'.rnt.r, with the"development of technology of computer and

internet, the content of obscene materiaVinformation in electronic form on the social

networking websites or other have also increased, thereby intruding upon the privacy of an

women and children have come to the highlight. So to 
^check 

the Privacy issues of an

individual, certain u-"rrd*"rrts in the law haie been made' One of the offence which came to

the highlight is that or 
"yu", 

voyeurism. But before we going fuither to the analyse about the

said offence of cyber voyeurism, we must understand the meaning of Privacy'

Meaning of PrivacY

Privacy, in its simplest sense, allows each human being to be left alone in a core which is

inviolable,re. Privacy' is "[t]he condition or state. of-being free from public attention to

intrusion into or interference with one's acts or dectsrons".-li

what seems to be essential to privacy is the powef to seclude oneself and keep others from

intruding it in any way. These intrusions -uV t" physical or visual' and may take any of

several forms including peeping over one's shoulder to eavesdropping directly or through

instruments, devices or iechnological aids'181

In the digital age where information technology governs virtually every aspect of our lives' so

to regulate the same, the Supreme Court oii"Olu in Justice Puttaswamy Versus Union of

India has taken the task to impart constitutional meaning to individual liberty in an inter

connected world and whether our constitution protects privacy' if yes' then to. what extent'

While deciding the said issue the Court presuLes to be sensitive to the needs of and the

opfomrnitie. uid dung"rs posed to liberty in a digital world'

Privacy, that is to say, the condition arrived at aftet excluding other persons' is a basic pre-

requisite fo, 
"*"r"irirrg 

the liberty and the freedom to perform that activity' The inability to

create a condition of selective seclusion ,ri*aty denies aI} individual the freedom to exercise

that particular liberty or freedom necessary to do that activity'

The most popular meaning of "right to privacy" is - "the right to be let alone"' In Gobind vs'

State of MadhYa Pradesh & Aff'r82,

Even in the ancient and religious texts of India, a well-developed sense of gliriaq is evident'

A woman ought not to be seen by a male stranger seems to bi a well-established rule in the

Ramayana. Gritrya Sutras prescriie the manneiin which one ought to build one's house in

1? Justice pot ur*uroy-1."ti."d) versus union of India & others \try(q 494 2012

"o srrpta
,t, srrp.a

"21t9751 2 scc 148,
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order to protect the privacy of its inmates and preserve its sanctity during the performance of
religious rites, or when studying the Vedas or taking meals

It can also be said that privacy is opposite of publicity.

Journey of Right to Privacy as Fundamental Right.

In M'P. Sharma Versus Satish Chandral83 Case: The judgment in M P Sharma holds
essentially that in the absence of a provision similar to the Fourth Amendment to the US
Constitution, the right to privacy cannot be read into the provisions of Article 20 (3) of the
Indian Constitution though the said judgment does not specifically adjudicate on whether a
right to privacy would arise from any of the other provisions of the rights guaranteed by part
III including Article 2l andArticle 19.

2Kharak Singhl8ahas held that the content of the expression 'life' under Article 21 means not
merely the right to a person's "animal existence" and that the expression 'personal liberty, is
a gaatarfiee against invasion into the sanctity of a person's home or an intrusion into personal
security. Kharak Singh also laid down that the dignity of the individual must lend content to
the meaning of 'personal liberty'.

43 Maneka Gandhi v. Union of Indial8s. The right to privacy is inextricably bound up with all
exercises of human liberty - both as it is specifically enumerated across Part III, and as it is
guaranteed in the residue under Article 21. It is distributed across the various articles in part
III and, mutatis mutandis, takes the form of whichever of their enjoyment its violation
curtails. c. Any interference with privacy by an entity covered by Article 12's description of
the 'state' must satisSr the tests applicable to whichever one or more of the part III freedoms
the interference affects.

3. The Majority in Justice Puttaswamy Vs. Union of Indiar86 decided on 2410812017 and
other held the as under:-

Right to privacy is a fundamental Right thereby end to give it the status of the legal right. The
main difference between the two is that in case of breach of fundamental an individual can
approach directly to the Supreme Court as well as High Courts.

A. The observation that privacy is not a right guaranteed by the Indian Constitution is not
reflective of the correct position. M P Sharma is ovemrled to the extent to which it indicates
to the contrary.

B. The first part of the decision in Kharak Singh which invalidated domiciliary visits at night
on the ground that they violated ordered liberty is an implicit recognition of th" right to
privacy. The second part of the decision, however, which holds that the right to privacy is not
a guaranteed right under our Constitution, is not reflective of the correct position. Similarly,
Kharak Singh's reliance upon the decision of the majority in Gopalan is not reflective of the
correct position in view of the decisions in Cooper and in Maneka. Kharak Singh to the
extent that it holds that the right to privacy is not protected under the Indian Constitution is
ovemrled.

"3 11954; scR to77
'ro 1196+1 1 scR 332

"'1ilzs; I scc248 atpara4S4ob
186wP 

1c ) 494 of 2ot2
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A Life and personal liberty are inalienable rights. These are rights which are inseparable from

a dignified h,r-un existence. The dignity of the individual, equality between human beings

andihe quest for liberty are the foundational pillars of the Indian Constitution;

(B) Life and personal liberfy are not creations of the Constitution. These rights are recognised

by-the Constitution as inhering in each individual as an intrinsic and inseparable part of the

human element which dwells within;

(C) privacy is a constitutionally protected right which emerges primarily from the guarantee

ofif. andpersonal liberfy inArticle 21 of the Constitution. Elements of privacy also arise in

varying contexts from the other facets of freedom and dignity recognised and guaranteed by

the fundamental rights contained in Part III;

(D) Judicial recognition of the existence of a constitutional right of privacy is not an exercise

in the nature of amending the Constitution nor is the Court ernbarking on a constitutional

function of that nature which is entrusted to Parliament;

(E)privacy is the constitutional core of human dignity. Privacy has both a normative and

descriptivl function. At a normative level privacy sub-serves those eternal values upon which

the guarantees of life, liberty and freedom are founded. At a descriptive level, privacy

postJlates a bundle of entitlements and interests which lie at the foundation of ordered

liberty;

(F) privacy includes at its core the preservation of personal intimacies, the sanctity of family

life, marriage, procreation, the home and sexual orientation. Privacy also connotes a right to

be left alone. Privacy safeguards individual autonomy and recognises the ability of the

individual to control vital aspects of his or her life. Personal choices governing a way of life

are intrinsic to privacy. Privacy protects heterogeneify and recognises the plurality and

diversity of our culture. While the legitimate expectation of privacy may vary from the

intimate zone to the private zone and from the private to the public arenas, it is important to

gnderscore that privacy is not lost or surrendered merely because the individual is in a public

place. privacy attaches to the pemon since it is an essential facet of the dignity of the human

being;

(G) This Court has not embarked upon an exhaustive enumeration or a catalogue of

entitlements or interests comprised in the right to privacy. The Constitution must evolve with

the felt necessities of time to meet the challenges thrown up in a democratic order governed

by the rule of law. The meaning of the Constitution cannot be frozen on the perspectives

present when it was adopted. Technological change has given rise to concerns which were

not present seven decades ago and the rapid growth of technology may render obsolescent

many notions of the present. H.n"" the interpretation of the Constitution must be resilient and

flexible to allow future generations to adapt its content bearing in mind its basic or essential

features;

H) Like other rights which form part of the fundamental freedoms protected by Part III,

including the right to life and personal liberty under Article 2I, privacy is not an absolute

right. A law whictr encroaches upon privacy will have to withstand the touchstone of

pelrmissible restrictions on fundamental rights. In the context of Article 2l at invasion'of

privacy must be justified on the basis of a law which stipulates a procedure which is fair, just

and reasonable. The law must also be valid with reference to the encroachment on life and

pi:rsonal tiberty under Article 21. An invasion of life or personal liberty must meet the three-

iold requirement of (i) legality, which postulates the existence of law; (ii) need, defined in
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terms of a legitimate state aim; and (iii) proportionality which ensures a rational nexus
between the objects and the means adopted to achieve them; and

(I) Privacy has both positive and negative content. The negative content restrains the state
from committing an intrusion upon the life and personal liberty of a citizen. Its positive
content imposes an obligation on the state to take all necessary measures to protect the
privacy of the individual.

4 Decisions rendered by this Court subsequent to Kharak Singh, upholding the right to
privacy would be read subject to the above principles.

5 Informational privacy is a facet of the right to privacy. The dangers to privacy in an age of
information can originate not only from the state but from non-state actors as well. We
commend to the Union Government the need to examine and put into place a robust regime
for data protection. The creation of such a regime requires a careful and sensitive balance
between individual interests and legitimate concerns of the state. The legitimate aims of the
state would include for instance protecting national security, preventing and investigating
crime, encouraging innovation and the spread of knowledg", urd preventing the dissipation o1
social welfare benefits. These are matters of policy to be considered by the Union
government while designing a carefully structured regime for the protection of the data. Since
the Union government has informed the Court that it has constituted a Commiuee chaired by
Hon'ble Shri Justice B N Srikrishna, former Judge of this Court, for that purpose, the matter
shall be dealt with appropriately by the Union government having due iegird, to what has
been set out in this judgment.

6 The reference is answered in the above terms.

Test of Privacy: Puttaswamy judgment also laid down the test of Privacy Test: principle of
Proportionality and Legitimacy. The concerns expressed on behalf of the petitioners urising
from the possibility of the State infringing the right to privacy can be met by the test
suggested for limiting the discretion of the State: 'o (i) The action must be sanctioned by law;
(ii) The proposed action must be necessary in a democratic society for a legitimate aim; (iii)
The extent of such interference must be proportionate to the need for such interference; (iv)
There must be procedural guarantees against abuse of such interference.,,

Cyber Voyeurism: Though cyber voyeurism has not been defined under the law. But it has
certain traces in the law. The word "Voyeurism" was not defined/mentioned under general
criminal law of India i.e. Indian Penal Code 1860 till the Criminal Law Amendment Act that
took place in 2073 and the same is effective from 031212013. These amendment have done by
the legislature under the wake of Delhi Gang Rape Case (popularly known as Nirbhaya
Case). In common Parlance, the word Voyeurism means Voylurism is the sexual interest in
or practice of spying on people engaged in intimate behaviors, such as undressing, sexual
activity, or other actions usually considered to be of a private nafure.rsT Under the IiC 1g60,
it is recognised as one of the type of sexual harassmeni of women. The offence Voyeurism is
defined under section354 C of the Indian penal Code as under.

"Any man who watches, or capfures the image of a woman engaging in a private act in
circumstances where she would usually have the expectation of not being observed either by
the perpetrator or by any other person at the behest of the perpekator or disseminatbs such

18'7Hirschfeld, M. (1938). Sexual anomalies and perversions: Physical and psychological development,
diagnosis and treatment (new and revised edition). London: Encyclopaedi" p.esr.
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image shall be punislied on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term
rvhich shall not be }ess than one year. but rvhich rnay extenil to three years, and shall also be
liable to fine, and be punished on a second or subsequent conviction, with imprisorunent of
c'ithcr description fbr a ternl which shall not be less than thrce years, but which may extend to
seven years, and shail also be liable to fine.

Explanations

l. For the purpose of this section, 'private act" includes an act of watching carried out in
a place which, in the circumstances, would reasonably be expected to provide privacy
and where the victim's genitals, posterior or breasts are exposed or covered only in
underwear; or the victim is using a lavatory; or the victim is doing a sexual act that is
not of a kind ordinarily done in public.
Where the victim consents to the capture of the images or any act, but not to their
dissemination to third persons and where such image or act is disseminated, such
dissemination shall be considered an offence under this section".

The section clearly states that who have been watched, or recorded, without their consent and
under circumstances where the victim could reasonably expect privacy, and where the
victim's genitals, buttocks or breast have been exposed.rs8

The aforesaid said section does not define cyber voyeurism. But the scope has now been
extended to cyber voyeurism. With the development of mobile telephony , computer,
cameras and internet, observation of individuals engaged in both private and public places,
through surreptitious means, has become both easier and more common. Putting cameras in
changing room in toilets and changing room amounts to Voyeurism thereby infringing one's
individual privacy. In other words, the offence of Voyeurism is an against the dignity of a
person/women by infringing upon the individual to control the exposure of their bodies
without their consent or knowledge, either through unwarranted observation of the individual,
or through distribution of images or videos against the wishes or without the knowledge of
the victim

Cyber Voyeurism under Information Technology Act, 2000 Though Cyber Voyeurism has
not been specifically dealt under IT Act. But section 66 E of the I. T Act 2000 which is based
upon a Federal Law of USA i.e. Section 1801 of "Video Voyeurism Prevention Act of
2004" as the same deals with the offending act of video voyeurism. The said section 66E
was introduced by IT Amendment Act, 2008. The object behind the insertion of section 66 E
in the IT Act 2000 is mainly because of advancement in the field of video, mobile technology
aiding covert clicking of photos without the person's knowledge.. The insertion of the said
section is a specific attempt to confine ghoulish conduct and thereby, to protect individual
privacy. In today's world cyber Voyeurism is one of the most important crimes that confronts
the world. Data Security and individual privacy of one's own body in the digital era is one of
the most complex issues which the world is facing. Due to advancement of internet and
mobile telephony, computers, websites applications, television the internet reaches the house
of the common man, but at the same time, it becomes a mode of threat not only to individual
privacy but also to the society at large. While many countries of the world have enacted their
laws to check the menace of cyber, video voyeurism menace and India is also one of those
countries which have enacted law in this regard as Section 66 E of the I.T Act was inserted in

tt8 The Cri-irral Law Amendment Act, DL (N) 2003-13, Ministry of Law & Justice Legislative Department,
2013
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that system loosens. With the technological development took place, privacy issues
pertaining to women or offences pertaining to cyber voyeurism increises manifold.
Therefore, to check the menace of cyber voyeurism the suggestion as given above must
be implemented. Apart from it, the Offence of Cyber Voyeurism needs to be defined Thus
it can be concluded that the sending of an MMS capturing the private area of any person
without hisAer thereby violating hislher privacy must come under the parameters detailed
under Section 66E of the IT Amended Act, 2008, would also be now brought within the
ambit of penalty and punished with imprisonment for a term three years or with fine
which may extent to two lakh rupees or with both. Furthefinore, international treaty be
signed between the nations of the world pertaining to dealing with jurisdictional issues
with regard to the offence of cyber voyeurism thereby foreign website which infringes the
right of privacy of person by uploading the video or images of his,/her private parts
without his/ her consent must also be punished under domestic law where the victim
lives.
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OVERLOOKED VICTIMS'RIGHTS & LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO
REHABILITATION

Neerav Khare
Assistant Professor, Galgotias University

ABSTRACT

Victims' rights vary by Epe of crime, in some countries, victims' rights are only afforded
to victims of violent crimes, while rights in other countries, it is apptieO irrespeciive of the
gravity of crime. Some countries require victims to approach by iequesting their rights,
while victims' rights in other countries are granted automaticaliy. Despite tle widespread
adoption of legal protection, the implementation of such protection urO it. impact on
victims have not been widely studied, nor has much research been directed at how the
legislation with respect to victims has influenced victims' views on the criminal justice
system. One reason is that the victims who view the criminal justice system unfavorably are
likely to share that opinion with others, thereby undermining confidence in the system. The
current debate in India is over the victims' rights which needs extensive research in this
area. This research project unleashes the strength of legal protection for crime victims,
rights has a measurable impact on how victims are treated Uy tfre criminal justice system
and on their perceptions of the system. In other words, enactment of State laws and
Constitutional amendments alone appears to be insufficient to guarantee the full provision
of victims' rights in practice. The likely reason is that a host oi other factors influences the
victims' psychology' The experiences of crime victims were recorded by National Center
for Victims of Crimel where legal protection of victims' rights were reviewed. In each
group, the victims were asked whether they were afforded iheir rights in several areas.
Were they kept informed of case proceedings and their rights as victims? Did they exercise
those rights? Did they receive adequate notification or avaltabte victim servicesi Did they
receive restitution for the crime committed against them? They also were asked what losses
they suffered as a result of the crime, and they rated their satisfaction with the criminaljustice process and its various representatives. Representatives of the criminal justice
system are the implementors of laws that provide victims access to information and
facilitate victims' participation in the criminal justice process. Human rights law has
analysed why and how States fail to ensure that individuals enjoy their huiran rights in
practice, and to describe how human rights obligations should funciion in practice.

Ke).words: criminal Justice, Legal protection, Rehabilitation, victim.

I Research agency on victims' rights & legal assistance
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Introduction:
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Our criminal justice system is more or less centred around the accused and as a result victim
is often ignored by the courts. 'victim of crime' is neither defined by legislature nor by
judiciary. For this we have to rely upon Article 1 & 2 of United Nation General Assembly
Declaration of Basic Principle of Justice for Victims and Abuse of Power (adopted in
November 1985).2 As India has Adversarial System of Justice in which accused is presumed
to be innocent and burden of proof (beyond reasonable doubt) is on the prosecution.
Moreover, the accused has the right to remain silent and he cannot be compelled to reply.3 In
this system right of accused is more protected than the right of victims. Giving punishment to
the offender may be a good lesson for him and also for the society not to commit any further
crime, but it does not provide sufficient remedy to the victim.

There is an urgent need for maintaining balance between the rights of the accused and the
victim. To achieve the objective, rehabilitation of victim along with the accused is necessary.
Rehabilitation means to restore him back to normal flow of life through aid, education and
mental support. Criminals can also be rehabilitated to normal life because a criminal is not a
criminal by birth, situation makes him so. Rehabilitation can prevent criminals from
committing any further crime.

Victims' rights to rehabilitation can be secured by four ways.

1. Access to Justice and Fair Treatment: Victims should have the right to access to
justice and they should get fair treatment. There should be fair, independent,
expeditious, inexpensive accessible and strong judicial and administrative mechanism
which will help them to obtain redress through formal and informal procedures.
Victims should be informed every necessary and minute detail about the court

2 Arti"l"l, "Victims" means those who individually or collectively, have suffered harm including physical or
mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights ,
through acts or omissions that are in violation of criminal laws operative within the member states including
those prescribing criminal abuse ofpower.

Article2: A person may be considered a victim under this Declaration, regardless whether the perpetrator is
identified apprehended, prosecuted or convicted and regardless of the familial relationship between the
perpetrator and the victim. The term 'victim' also includes, where appropriate, the immediate family or the
dependents ofthe victim and persons who have suffered harm in intervening to assist victims in distress or to
prevent victimization. "

3 Atti"l" 20(3) of The Constitution of India says 'No person accused of any offence shall be compelled to be a
witness against himself '.
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proceeding of his case if he request. Victim should be allowed to be presented at
appropriate stages of the proceedings where there personal interests are affected.
Victims' privacy and safety should be secured. Every measure should be taken to
minimize the delay and inconvenience. Informal mechanisms for the resolution of
disputes, including mediation, arbitration and customary justice or indigenous

practices, should be utilized to facilitate redress for victims.4
Restitution: Restitution means restoration of lost or damaged property. It is the most
comprehensive means of rehabilitation. Accused holds responsiblity to the victim(s),
his family and dependents for his behavior. He should make fair restitution for loss or
harm suffered, and reimbursement for expense occurred for victimization.5 Usually
restitution is based upon monetary compensation but there are non-monetary forms of
restitution. Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse

of Power Adopted by General Assembly resolution 40134 of29 November 1985.6

victim's Assistance: They should be given all the necessary assistance like
emergency medical help, emergency shelter, mental support, transportation, advocacy
etc. Proper assistance and bervice is required to the victims who have special needs( it
depends upon the nature of crime committed with him). Proper guidelines should be
there to train the criminal justice system, health, social service and other personnel to

sensitize them for the victims requirements and rights.T Malimath committee had
recommended that legal aid, trauma counseling psychiatric and rehabilitative service
is required to the rape and domestic violence victims. But Indian Legislature does not

provide any such things for the above said victims.8

Right to protection: victims should have the right to security and privacy to be
considered at all stages of the criminal justice process, to have reasonable and
necessary measures taken to protect victims from intimidation and retaliation, to
request that his identity be protected from public disclosure and to request testimonial
aids when appearing as a witness.

a Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power Adopted by General
Assembly resohttion 4O I 3 4 of 29 November 1 9 8 5, Article 4 -7 .

5 Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power Adopted by General
Assembly resolution 40/34 of 29 November 1985, Article 8.

6 Basic Principles on Guidelines on the Right to Remedy arrd Reperation for Victims of Gross Violations of
International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of Humanitarian Law, G.A. Res. 601147, annex, U.N.
Doc. A,TRES/60/ 147 (Mar.2l, 2006)

TDeclaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power Adopted by General
Assembly resolution 40134 of 29 November 1985, Article 14-17.

8 See https://en.wikiversity.orglwiki/Indian_LadVictims_rights

2.
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4. Compensation: It is since the ancient times, the criminal has to reimburse the victim,
his family and dependents. In case of Maru Ram v. Union of India9, Hon'ble Supreme
Court has given stress on the importance of victims' right to compensation stating
that:

"...A victim of crime cannot be a 'forgotten man' in the criminal justice system. It
is he who has suffered the most. His family is ruined particularly in the case of
death and other bodily injury. This is apart from factors like loss of reputation,
humiliation, etc. An honour which is lost or life which is snuffed out cannot be
recompensed but then monetary compensation will at least provide some solace."

It is the best way to help the victim and his family to recover their loss and restore
their dignity. It will also encourage the victim to report the crime to the police and
approach the criminal justice system. Indian legislature provides compensatory relief
to the victim mainly in four areas. These are as follows:-
(a) The Code of Criminal Procedure.

@) The Probation of Offenders Act, 1958

(c) Fatal Accidents Act, (13 of 1855)

(d) The Constitution of India

According to Indian Law, under Section 357 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973
(Cr.PC) court can award compensation to the victim from the fine recovered as a
sentence. It is the main provision which deals with the right to compensation of the
victims of crime.10 In2009,357Ar1was inserted to the CrPC which direct the State
Government to formulate a scheme for compensation to the victims or his dependents.
After that in Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013, two sections( 357-B & 357-C) are
added which deals with the victims' compensation. 3578 states that compensation
payable by the state shall be in addition to the fine under Secti on 326A or Section
376D of Indian Penal Code. Section 357C states that free first aid and medical
treatment shall be provided free of cost to the victims by all hospitals, public or
private one.12

To release the offender on probation or with admonition under the Probation of
Offenders Act 195813, court may order offender to pay compensation or cost to the
victim. Similarly court may order the convict to pay compensation to the victim under
the Fatal Accident Act 1855. There are Constitutional remediesla also for the victims
of crime. Under Directive Principles of State Policy, Article 39 directs the state to
frame policies to secure economic justice and Article 40 provides for equal justice
which includes victims' right to compensation. Apart from these, in part IV of the
Constitution, Article 51A provides that it is the duty of every citizen of Indja,,,... to
have compassion for living creatures"l5 and "to develop humanism"16. These
provisions can also be interpreted as rights of the victims.

9 Mu* Ram v. Union of India, AIR 1980 SC2L47. '
10 Oth..prorrisions dealing with this subject matter are Ss. 237,250 and 35g Crpc.
11 See S.357 (A) CrPC, Ins. By Act 5 of 2009 (w.e.f.3t-12-2009).
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Recently, the court is emphasized on the victims' right to restitution. Specially after
the recognition of victims' right by the I-IN General Assembly, court has started
giving importance on victims rehabilitation. In the case of Ankush Shivaji Gaikwad v.
State of MaharashtralT, the Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed that wery criminal
court has its mandatory duty to apply his mind while awarding in every criminal case.

"62. To sum up: While the award or refusal of compensation in a particular case
may be within the Court's discretion, there exists a mandatory duty on the Court to
apply its mind to the question in every criminal case. Application of mind to the
question is best disclosed by recording reasons for awarding/refusing
compensation. It is axiomatic that for any exercise involving application of mind,
the Court ought to have the necessary material which it would evaluate to arrive at
a fait and reasonable conclusion. It is also beyond dispute that the occasion to
consider the question of award of compensation would logically arise only after
the court records a conviction of the accused. Capacity of the accused to pay
which constitutes an important aspect of any order under Section 357 Cr.p.C.
would involve a certain enquiry albeit summary unless of course the facts as
emerging in the course of the trial are so clear that the court considers it
unnecessary to do so. Such an enquiry can precede an order on sentence to enable
the court to take a view, both on the question of sentence and compensation that it
may in its wisdom decide to award to the victim orhis/her family.,,

Some other rights to rehabilitation:

!
n

victim has the right to engage an advocate of his choice. court can permit rhe
victim for that to assist the prosecution under section 24(g).
victim and his family has right to attend the trial, sentencing, parole hearing and
other procedings. It is necessary because otherwise there will be a bad impact on
society that victim has no role in criminal justice system as the procecutoi behalf
of him is also appointed by the state.
Victim has the right to be heard. It is one of the most important right of a victim.
Because the procecutor requires to obtain the opinion of the viclim before the
disposal of the case and has to certify the court an affidavit that the victim has
been duly consulted, before the prosecutor.
victim can prefer an appeal against any order passed by the court.
Though in Criminal Procedure there are provisions for witness protection but there
is no mention of victim protection anywhere in Indian law. But in many countries
like The United States of America, South Africa, and France there is provisions for
victim protection. So, they should have the right to protection.
There should not be any unreasonable delay in the disposal of cases. The court
should also consider the effect of delay on victim before giuirg the final decision.

1l See Ss. 3578 & 357C CrPC, Ins. By Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013 (w.e.f. 03-02-2013).
1l See Section 5 of the Acr.
14 an.'32 & 1r;t226of the Constitution of India.
1-i See Art. 51A (g) of The Constitution of India.

] ! S.. an. 5 I A (h ) of The Consrirurion ol India.
' Arrkush Shivaji Caikwad v. State of Maharashtra.2Ol3 6 SCC 770

I
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From the early 1960s' some firm progress on victims' right was started in Europe, the United
States and some other countries. Victims were paid out of public funds that time. For the first
time victims' right to compensation was introduced in California in US. At present 90o/o of
states in US have compensatory laws. In US, there is Victim-Witness protection Act, lgg2
also. In Germany, Victim is paid with compensation even if the offender is discharged. In
England, under the Criminal Justice Act, 1982 the court may order both fine and
compensation, but if the offender is found unable to pay both, then court may issue a
compensation order only. Since 1988, the court has to justify if it does not order any
compensation. In US also, the court is empowered to order compensation but if it does not
order so, reasons must be recorded.

Defficienclz in Indian Slrste.m:

Indian legislature has recognized the victim compensation in Section 357 CrpC but the scope
of this section is very limited.

Firstly; this section comes into scene only when there is conviction.

Secondly; it is limited to recovery of fine from the accused because it is a substantive
sentence offine.

Thirdly, before ordering compensation Magistrate has to consider whether the accused is able
to pay the compensation or not.

Fourthly, there is a lack of clarity on compensation relief for the crime like rape. However,
Malimath Committeel8 has proposed some rehabilitation schemes. There should be
rehabilitation process for the offenders and his family to control the future crimes. While
doing so focus should not be diverted from the justice to the victim because he is the main
sufferer.

Fifthly, section 357(2) is an important provision but court use it very seldomly.re

There are rehabilitation theories but some defficiencies present in the process :-

First, there is no sound scientific research to determine how different individuals react
to the same rehabilitating methods.
Rehabilitation may depend more decisively on the individual psychological
background, hence on his particular motives to commit crimes, than on - the
rehabilitating methods or phylosophy.
A rehabilitation programme may prove to be too costly and complex - to.' be
successfully implemented in most countries.
Finally, rehabilitation must prefer to the psychological findings on the sociolisation
and re-sociolisation processes, as change in life-long socially aquired patterns of
behavior and values entails a much more complex and sometimes change in the
traumatic change on the individual's strucfure of character.2o

l.

2.
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Conclusion:

The brief review of the right to rehabilitation of victim in India and other countries

reveals that-

The problems in India are three-fold:

(fTo create awareness among potential victims to recognize victimization' with a

view of preventing it aid seeking proper assistance and remedy when it occurs'

(i) To sensitize the corirts, the po1ic6, the medical and welfare services, including

nonofficial agencies, about the needs of victims and an approach towards

satisf ing them and, -r:

( i)To organire iictim assistance services on a wider front and more comprehensively

than currentlY exists.21

Although debate will not end what should be done or not done, it is the crucial t ime for

legislation and judiciary to come out with a genuine rehabilitation scheme, which would work

efficiently. The present scheme needs to i'e revised. The present provisions under crPC

become insufficient to deal with the rights of the victims. victims' rights should be treated as

main component of the Criminal Justici System. A new legislation is need of the hour, which

should be done by taking the concepts oi foreign country's legislation about this subject

matter (keeping i[view *t l"t laws should be suitable in our country), such as

using the existing Provisions;and
3) Security to Victims and potential Victims against victimisation in future'22

18 Report of the Committee on Reforms of Criminal

Home Affairs ( Malimath Committee Report)'

19 H*i Singh v. Sukhbir Singh (1988) 4 SCC 551'

20 panda Barcelona; victim,s Right to Rehabilitation: India, uK and uS Experience.

2l Availableat:http://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac'in/bitstream/10603l3':.605110/1O-chapter%o204'pdf

22 punduBarcelona; Victim's Right to Rehabilitation: India, UK and USExperience'

1) Fair, considerate and sympathetic treatment by

welfare organisations, pros ecution and courts ;

2) Prompt restitutiorVcompensation to the Victim for the

police, hospitals,

injury or loss suffered bY

Justice System, Govemmant of India Ministry of
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ANALYSING PATENT POOLS IN THE INDIAN CONTEXT:

WHETHER ANTI-COMPETITIVE OR PRO-COMPETITIVE?

DIKSHA SAREEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, JEMTEC

INTRODUCTION

A technology can encompass within itself either a single patent or be an accumulation of
various patented inventions. In the latter case, there are different owners for different
patented inventions incorporated in that technology. In such a case, one can easily foul while
adopting such technology. To avoid infringing one another's patent, these owners cross

license their patented inventions and pool in their patents. This is known as patent pooling.

Patent pools can be defined as an agreement between two or more patent owners to license

one or more of their patents to one another or to any third parties.t'o The objective to form
pools can have either positive or negative connotations. When the pooling is done in order to

facilitate the access to patented technology and to share the technology in furtherance of
technological advancement, then it is allowed and such pooling is deemed to be pro-

competitive. However, patent pooling is criticized when, the owners of the patent fix price or
decide among themselves for non-interference in each other's area of operation. Thus, a

negative connotation is assigned to patent pools as the patent owners cut down the

competition among themselves.

Henceforth, it can be comprehended that patent pools are not per se anti-competitive. But,

they can become anti-competitive in certain circumstances. They are criticized and become

problematic when they tend to assume the character of cartels and pose a risk to the idea of
monopoly.

This research project would address all these issues. Also, this concept of patent pooling is

relativety recent in terms of gaining popularity in the developing countries So, there's a

dearth of case laws involving the interface of patent pooling and competition. Therefore, the
jurisprudence followed in the developed countries will also be analyzed apart from the

relevant provisions dealing with this subject in India.

CONCEPTUALIZATION

II.1. MEANING OF PATENT POOL

Patent pool is a contractual arrangement between two or more holders of a certain stock of
patents, for the joint exploitation of their exclusive rights vis-d-vis the third parties. In such

"oWIPO, Patent Pools and Antitrust - A Comparative Analysis, at 3 (March 2014),

h@://www.wipo.int/exporVsites/wwdip-competition/erVstudies/patentlools-report.pdf.
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IT.2

,,JOSEF DREXL, RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND COMPETITION

LAW 139-140 (Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2008)'

'nt Priyunka Rastogi, "India: Patent Pool", Mondaq, (July 2014),

hnp :iull,w.mondaq. com/in dial xl 325 602 lPatent/Patent+Pool'
,0, Michael Mattioli, "Power and Governance in Patent Pools", 27 HARVARD JOURNAL OF LAW &

TECHNOLOGY, Number 2 at 422-423 (2014)' Available at

http :i/j olt.law.harvard.edu/arti clesl pdflt 27 I 2THarvJLTech42 1'pdf'

'o'Ibid., at423-424.
rei iRunway, Patent Pools, at 2, available at http://www.i-runway.comiimages/pdflPatentso/o20Pools'pdf'

an alrangement, there is centralization of exploitation on one hand and on the other' the

technology and its control is transferred to a joint venture oI an independent individual'1"

The origination of patent pools is dependent mainly on two reasons- (i) A technology

encomp;ses within ilseH loi of patented invention, and so it becomes impossible to adopt the

technoiogy without infringing the patent of some patentee. Therefore, pooling of patents

helps soiirl this problem. (il) fft" competitors keep suing one another so that the other person

is avoided from using the technology. nrrt by way patent pools, competitors avoid suing one

another. This ultimatJly ,.d.rr". thai-litigation U.n*.., purti.. and the burden of the courts'1e2

ln today's time, hundreds and thousands of patents are encompassed in a technology, whose

existence is indispensable to the economy. This is majorly witnessed in the fields of

pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, software, communication etc' In order to avail the use of the

iechnology, the oodownstream technology users" have to seek license from holders of
.lrpstreail patent rights". In this .ur", ih. latter has the knowledge of essentiality of its

palnts und .o it strategically designs the price. Thus, the licensees have to incur high costs in

identifliing, assessing and negotiating the licenses with the holders of patented technology'le3

one of the solution available to this problem is the grant of compulsory license. This option is

not generally liked by the patent holders as they have less control over the fees and so, they

are discouraged from inn&ating further. Howlver, there is yet another solution which is of

interest to the patent holder, i.e. patent pooling. As per this concept, a collective action is

taken by various patent hoiders fy signlng amongst themselves private agreements' Unlike

compulsory license, patent pooling interests the patent holders as they are in a superior

posiiion, and so, they have the power to influence the terms and conditions of grant and

decide upon the royaltY rates.rea

The traces of creation of first patent pools goes back to USA when in 1856, the famously

known sewing manufacturirg **purries, like Grover, Wilson, Wheeler, Singer, Baker etc'

had sued each other for infriigement of one another's patent. As against this, the lawyer and

president of Grover and Bakei Co. proposed to these companies to pool in their patents and

be benefitted from use of each other's technology, rather than suing each other'1es

In yet another story, a patent pool was formed in the USA by the leading aircraft

manufacturers.

It was during the time of first world war, there were no airplanes that were built by USA'

USA at that time was in a desperate need of airplanes, but the two companies viz' "Wright"

and "Curtiss" had blocked theiuilding of new ui.plutt"t by anyone, as the two of them had

majorly held in all the patents. Thus, iater in 1917, a committee was formed by Franklin D'
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Roosevelt which recommended formation of patent pool of aircrafts covering all the aitctafl

manufacturers in USA. 1e6

Then, in 1924, a pool by the name- Associated Radio Manufacturers was formed to
standardize radio parts, airway's frequency locations and television transmission standards.

Again in1997, apool was formed of Phillips, Sony, Mitsubishi etc. to share royalty of a SEP

of MPEG-2 compression technology standards.leT

Later, in 1998, Sony, Philips and Pioneer formed a patent pool for inventions that are

essential to comply with certain DVD-Video and DVD-ROM standard specifications yet in

another patent pool was formed in 1999, this time by Toshiba Corporation, Hitachi Ltd.,

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Time Warner Inc.,

and Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. For products manufactured in compliance with the

DVDROM and DVD-Video formats.le8

ADVANTAGES OF EATENT POOLING

The below-mentioned are the advantages of pooling patents-

! It helps in reducing transaction costs.

! It integrates comPlementary IP.

I It serves a 'one-stop destination' for companies/individuals seeking patents for

manufacturing of their own product.lee

! It helps in building good relationship as the competitors come together for facilitating

use oftechnology.
! The mutual understanding as between the licensors, and between licensor and licensee

improves.

! It reduces the infringement litigation which is a costly and time consuming affair.

DISADVANTAGES OF PATENT POOLING

The below-mentioned are the disadvantages of patent pools-

I It is difficult to orgarize or form the pools.

! It is really challenging to look after the administration of such pools formed.20o

I The patent pools sometimes acts as a barrier to the third parties.20r

! It controls the patents at the internationally adopted standard.

U The members of the pool consider themselves at an upper position than the license

seekers, and charge huge royalties for grant of license.

! The technology and production is locked in the hand of a few companies/individuals.

! It doesn't allow the licensees to bargain or negotiate for the high royalties sought by

holders ofpatent.

reu rbid.
1e7 Supranote3.
les Supranote3.
t'e Adityu A. Kutfy and Sindhura Chakravarty, "The Competition- IP Dichotomy: emerging Challenges in

Technoiogy Transfer Licenses", 16 JOURAL OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (JIPR) at 26O

(201 l).
200 Kevin Closson, "Patent Pools: Are they right for your business?", SPIE Professional (Oct 2009), available at

htps://spie.org/membership/spie-professio nal-magazinelspie-professional-archives-and-special-

contenVoct200g-spie-professionaVpatent-pools
201 Supra note 3.
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! It forces the third party to seek license

might not willing to Purchase.

I
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for all the patented technologies which he

There exist two schools of thoughts regarding the relationship between IPR and competition

Law. While one believes that the two are complementary to one another, the other one

considers them to be diametrically opposite to one another. This is believed because IPR

creates monopoly and competition iaw tries to eliminate it. But, as both of them aim at

achieving innovation and economic welfare, they are not considered to be contradictory to

each other. IP laws encourage innovation by granting exclusive rights to the originator of a

creative work or inventor of an invention. In return of the same, the originator or inventor has

to disseminate his intellectual creation; by doing so, he can reap economic benefits'2o2

As against this, the competition law comes into play when the dissemination of intellectual

creation takes place in itre market. As per this law, the products or technology should be

traded or licensed in the competitive market. It tries to increase competition in the market,

while eliminating the monopolistic activities. Thus, it aims for a free market, where

restrictive agreements and licenses are not allowed to operate, prices are determined by the

market forces, etc.2o3

ln this era of globalization, coping up with the growing technological advancement and

development is ieally a challenginglask. Since everybody cannot possess every technology,

it becomes necessary to share G technology or enter into licenses to use the technology' This

is where technology transfer agreements-come into picture. These agleements are signed

between the companies and individuals, who are present not only within the boundaries of a

country but, who are present outside the territory of country as well' Some of the examples of

such agreements are- agreements which assign IP rights, joint venture agreements, franchise'

licensing agreements ti form patent pools etc. However, these technology transfer licenses

are hit dy Competition Law when they start to cast territorial restrictions over the licensees or

levy excessive royalty rates from the licensees'

INTERFACE BETWEEN IPR & COMPETITION LAW

WITH COMPETITION LAW?

There is no strait-jacket or definite answer to the question- Whether the patent pools are in

harmony with or in conflict with the competition law. The answer to this is dependent on the

very purpose with which the pool is formed, the nature of the agreement entered into between

the parties who pooled in their patents etc.

As for example, if the pooling is done with a view to form cartel, then this is regard as anti-

competitive. That is to say, thepatent pool is in conflict with the competition law'

Supra note 9.

Supra note 9.

ll
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But, if the pooling is done so that the patentees are able to share their inventions in an
manner, which would lead to further technological development or innovation, then such
would be considered to be in harmony with the competition law.

A. INSTANCES WHERE PATENT POOLS ARE PRO-COMPETITIVE

In the following instances patent pooling is considered to be pro-competitive:

! When the pools facilitate cooperative research and standardizationin information
industry.

! When it helps in setting standards in telecommunications and system technologies.
! When such standardizationhelps in ensuring compatibility amongst the manufacturer

ofproducts.
! When it aids in dissemination of technology.
I when it leads to anincrease in efficiency and promotes innovation.

B. INSTANCES WHERE PATENT POOLS ARE ANTI-COMPETITIVE

The agreement entered into between patentees who in their patents are basically the
competitors who are there at the same level. Thus, patent pooling alrangements are similar to
horizontal agreements, which are essentially entered between people who are there on the
same level of the market. So in the following instances, it is considered to be anti-
competitive:

I When buyer is forced to buy all the patented technologies when he is intending to buy
just one ofthe patented technology.

I when the licensors allocate the markets as pff their own convenience.
! When they being in a dominant position, abuse their position by overlooking at the

interests of the licensee.

! When the licensee is forced to act against his free will, with respect to any matter.
I When there is a restriction put on the research and development activity.
! When they decide on the specific geographic region to operate and limit the

marketing activity.
! when they decide among themselves prices or charge high royalties.2,a
! when the technology and production is locked in the hands of a few people.

Thus, whenever the patent pools restrict or impede competition and lead to private
monopolization, then, they are considered to be anti-competitive.

PROVISIONS TO DEAL WITH IPR & COMPETITION LAW

PROBLEMS/ CHALLENGES POSED BY THE PATENTPOOLS

Before analyzing the provisions that deal with anti-competitive effects of patent pool, it is
necessary to analyze the problem posed by such pools.

The patent pools so formed amongst the patentees pose problem either when there is a
contravention of 'contractual license as entered into between the parties' or when it affects

'oo Grid"lin", on Standardization and Patent pool A-rrangemerts, at 3, 10. Available at
http://wwwjftc.go jplen/legislation_gls/imonopoly_guidelines.fileslpatent_pool.pdf

easy
pool
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competition as prevalent in the market, i.e. it acts against the provisions of 'Competition
Law'.

Contravention of contractual license happens when the licensors do an act that is beyond the

terms and conditions mentioned in the contract, or join themselves to atlain an unlawful
object, or the licensors being at a higher level force the licensee to do something against his

free wi1l, or when the consideration demanded is too high.

As against this, the Competition Law provisions are considered to be contravened when the

licensors abuse their dominant position, or enter into agreements for
production/supply/distribution of patented technology which can adversely affect the

competition, or determine the price, or limit or control technical development/production, or

allocate the geographical area of a market.

Yet another problem with the Competition Law is that, although it helps well in addressing

the problems related to general trade agreements, but it fails to solve the intricate problems

related to IPR as it generally lacks--the tools which would help in solving such problems.2os

Even though a blanket approach is provided under section 3(5) of the Competition Act, 2002

yet, no mechanism is present to deal with the unfair trade practices related to IPR. Thus

section 3(5) doesn't provide for much help and is therefore regarded as ineffective.206

I.et us now analyze the provisions given under the Patent Act and Competition Act which

addresses all these problems.

PROVISIONS TN THE TNDIM

A. SECTION 140 OF THE PATENT ACT" 1970

It deals with "Avoidance of certain restrictive conditions." It clearly provides for certain

conditions, and if any of those conditions are laid in the contract, then those conditions will
be void to that extent. These conditions include the condition in relation to-

t Restriction on freedom to purchase non-patented articles from the sources indicated in
the contract itself and not from anyr;vhere else.

t Restriction on the freedom to use any article which is patented and has been obtained

from any source which has not been mentioned in the contract'

t Restriction on use of any process other than the patented process.

I Restriction to challenge the validity of patent, or any condition in relation to grant

back obligation, or regarding imposing of coercive package licensing.2o7

lf *y of the condition mentioned above is present in any contract in relation to patent, then

the condition is void to that extent.2o8

Patent pooling when restricting competition, will be hit by Section 140 under the ambit of the

condition imposing 'coercive package licensing'. This is also in consonance with Article 40.2

of TRIPS. It is a licensing activity or agreement in which the condition is imposed upon the

licensee, wherein the license is granted to him only if he agrees for the complete package. He

- ' Supra note 9, at258.
- 

Supra note 9, at258.
t'- 

P. NARAYANAN, PATENT LAw 317 (Eastern Law House 4'h ed.).
t i lbid.

I
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is not as such allowed seek license for the patents that are essential to him, but, for all the

patented technologies present in the package. This condition is regarded to be anti-

competitive in a sense that it prevents competition and is therefore, void to that extent'2oe

However, it is to be noted that, package licensing is not per se coercive' As in certain cases' it

is reasonably necessary to combine ihe patents or know-how because they are intricately

linked to one another or an effective use is guaranteed only when they are combined together

in a package.

B. SECTION 3 & 4 OF COMPETITION ACT. 2OO2

Section 3 prohibits anti-competitive agreements. Under its sub-section (1) & (2)' the

agreements regarding productlon, supply, distribution, storage etc. entered between are

clnsidered ,oid, if it "y 
t ur. "uppr".iubl" adverse effect on competition". Thus, if the

agreement for forming patent pools-are formed contrary to what has been stated in the sub-

sJction (1) & (2), thJr^they are declared void, and the pools so formed are not allowed to

operate.2lo

subsection (3) of Sec. 3 provides that when an agreement is entered between enterprises

engaged in' irade of similar/identical goods (including cartels), which lead to price

det-erlination, market allocation, bid rigging etc. and causes an "appreciable adverse effect

on competition", then it is considered to be anti-competitive.2lr So, if the patent pools are

formed to carry out any of the above-mentioned activities [as stated under s. 3(3)], then they

are anti-competitive.

Also, Section 3( ) fists out five kinds of agreement, which again are considered to be against

the spirit of competition laws, if they .u*" u, "appreciable adverse effect on competition"'

These five kinds of agreement are- ia; tie-in arrangement; (b) exclusive supply a-greement; (c)

exclusive distribution-agreement; (d) refusal to deal; (e) resale price maintenalce'"'

patent pool can fit properly either within the ambit of "Tie-in agreements" (as the licensee

has to take the whole pu"kug" of patents even though he wishes to take a single patented

technology) or ,.Refusil to ieal" las the patent holders restricts the dealing of patented

technology with the licensee if he doesn't agree to their conditions)

Lastly under section 3(5), exception is carved out for the rights conferred under the six laws

viz.rr1,,.(i) the Copyright Act,1g57, (ii) the Patents act,1970, (iii) the Trade Marks Act,

1999, (iv) ,ft. C.ogruplical Indication of Goods Act, 1999, (v) the Designs Act, 2000' (vii)

the Semi-Conductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Designs Act, 2000."214

The incentives provided in IPR which lead to creation/ innovation and ultimately to economic

growth are recognized under this sub-section. Thus, the restrictions imposed by the holders of

ipR,, ur. regarded as reasonable till the time they are imposed to 'restrain any infringement'

ffi., THE woRLD TRADE ORGANIZATION: LAW, PRACTICE, AND

POLICY 673 (Oxford University Press), available at

https:/,rbooks.google.co.in/boorcria=sruycwAAQBAJ&p5PA673&1pg:PA673&dq:sqslsivs*package+licen
sing&source=btaots:eqptWnnzBu&si5U54safrlI-u.oO*rrFXWJxlbYWk&hl:en&sa:X&ved:0ahUKE
wi5y5TgwbppAhwHliSKHbytoHc{6aelRjAJ#v:onepage&q:coercive%o20package%20licensing&f:false
210 Section 3(1) & (2) of Competition Act,2002'

"' Ibid., Section3(3).

"'rbid., Section3(4).
zI: [-,I* MC EwIN, *IP, CoMPETITIoIN LAW & ECONOMICS IN ASIA,' 168 (HATI PUbliShiNg, 2011).

214 Section 3(5), Competition Act, 2000.
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or when it is 'necessary to protect the IPR',. However, those technology. transfer licensing

agreements that impose lrnreasonable conditions', are not protected under this section' 
215

Lastly, the exception u/s-3(5) doesn't extend to section 4' Section 4 provides for "abuse of

domilant position". the 'dtminant position' of an enterprise is determined from the factors

that are present under section iq (4). So, if an enterprise imposes any unfair

"""aiii"*price2'6, 
oI denies access to market217, or uses it dominance to enter into other

markeft, etc. then it shall be considered to have oabused' its dominant position' This will

amount to an anti-competitive act.

Exercising of dominance is not prohibited. It is the abuse of 'dominant position' that is

prohibiteJ under the Act. So if patent pools "abuse their dominant position" then, their act

will be covered under Section 4.

There are no cases as such filed in India challenging the formation of patent pools on. grounds

of violating provisions of competition Act. However, the ccl (competition commission of

India) was recently faced with such a case'

In the case of Manoj Hirasingh Pardeshi v. Gilead sciences Inc., USA21e, Manoj Pardeshi was

an ..Informant,, in this 
"ur" 

*ho had filed an information against Gilead Sciences (also

referred to as "opposite Party- oP"), a pharmaceutical company, before the ccl' He is a HIV

treatment activist, who allegld that the oP had entered into anti-competitive agteement and

had abused its dominant pJ.itio, under section 3 & 4 respectively of the Competition Act'

2002.

This was asserted by the informant because the oP had entered into the following three

licenses, viz.:

(1). A voluntary non-exclusive license for production and distribution of the products of

ARV (Antiretroviral drugs).

(ii). An agreement with Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) for allowing MPP to grant

sublicenses to the pharma companies of India'

(iii). A tripartite sublicense agreement amongst itself, MPP and pharma companies of
220

tnola.

The issues before the CCI were:

1. Whether the licenses entered by oP had any adverse effect on competition under

Section-3?
2. Whether oP had abused its dominant position under Section 4?

It was held by the CCI that neither there was violation of Section 3 nor there was violation of

Section 4. This is because OP had no legal existence in India and in the relevant market for

ARV drugs, a lot of generic producers/minufacturers were involved' So, OP cannot be said to

have abused its domiiant pos-ition. As regards the agreement entered by the OP, CCI

t't Sup.u note9,at264.
:r section 4(2)(a) of Competition Act, 2000'
t'- Ibid., Section4(2)(c).
t " Ibid., Section4(2)(e).
t" lo13 Comp. L. R. 391 (ccD
tt lbid., at 3,'!l 8.
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observed that presence of patented drugs as a result of signing of agleemenls by OP was

negligible in comparison to the generic drugs that were manufactured in India. There were

atmost 2l pharma companies manufacturing the generic versions of the OP's ARV drug.

Furthermore, most of the medicines were given by the government free of cost to the HIV

infected patients who were seeking treatment under the National AIDS Control Organisation

(NACO) Programme.

In fact, as regards the pool created, the CCI concluded that it was pro-competitive because it

led to the improvement in the production of ARV drugs, as there was sharing of technical

know-how of OP drugs with the other pharma companies of India. Furthermore, it was

observed that the market for ARV drugs had grown manifold since the formation of patent

pool and entering of tripartite agreement. And lastly, due to MPP the prices of drugs were

reduced.

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTION

Good knowledge and technical know-how are really vital to the economic development of a

country. So, the technology transfers cannot be avoided and are necessary for companies and

individuals to maintain a competitive edge. For such transfers to take place, licenses are

granted. Now because of the transfer of technology taking place for exploitation purpose and

determination of control thereby, the competition law comes into picture. Thus, the licenses

are allowed unless it doesn't affect the competition. It poses a problem when it incorporates

restriction clauses, and control the licensees, such that the competition is affected.22l

Henceforth, a balance has to be struck between the Competition Law and transfer of
technology taking place under the IP Laws. Although the two laws are closely related (as

both of them have a common objective to be attained), yet the interface between them is

rocky. But even then, the competition legislations of a country help to minimize unfair

competitive practices in the IP field to some extent.

To deal with the friction between IPR and Competition laws, laws have been enacted both at

the international and national level.

At the international forum, the Paris Convention very clearly lays down the meaning of as to

what constitutes 'unfair competition' under Article 10bis and Article 40 of TRIPS, the

Member States are empowe.ed to take appropriate measures to prevent any anti-competitive

practices. Thus, whenever any licensing condition affects or impedes competition, then the
^rlomestic 

legislations are looked at and proper steps are taken to deal with such conditions. In

context of India, Section 140 of the Patents Act, 1970 and Section 3 & 4 of the Competition

Act provide for provisions to deal with anti-competitive practices in relation to IP.

In view of these provisions, it can be manifested that, patent pools are not per se anti-

competitive. The following factors are to be considered to determine whether the pools are

supportive or unsupportive of the competition prevalent in the market-

(i).
licensees:

221 Supra note 9 , at 258
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The agreement if it prevents the competition, enumerates payment of exorbitant
royalties, leads to private monopolization or is such that the licensors are at a

dominant position, etc. then it is regarded as anti-competitive, otherwise not.
(ir. The purpose of forming the pool:

If the purpose of the pool is to promote R&D or technology then it is pro-competitive,
but if the purpose is to form cartels and control the market, then it is anti-competitive.

(iii). The field of technologlz:
In certain fields like communication or software, standardization is necessary, so is
the formation of the pools. In fact, in certain fields where the technology changes

rapidly, continuous R&D is required, so it is necessary for various patentees to act
jointly to come with better technology. The pools so formed with these perspectives
are not anti-competitive.

(rD The scope of research and development that is available:
It is believed that the scope of R&D improves when the pools are formed, as various
patentees come together to share their technical know-how and resources for
betterment of existing technology.

(v). The position of licensors and licensee:

When both the parties to the contract, i.e. the patentees (licensors) and licensees are

treated atpar and licensors do not tend to abuse their dominant position (since they've
an uppil hand over the licensees), then the licensing contract entered is not regarded
as anti-competitive.

(*). The conditions of the country:
The conditions of the country, especially the economic ones are such that formation of
pools is required, then the pools are not anti-competitive.

("ii). Compliancewithrequirementsofcompetition:

If the conditions as mentioned under the competition law are complied with and

nothing is done beyond the scope of the provisions mentioned therein, then the

agreement to form pools is considered to be pro-competitive.

Hence, it can be safely concluded that not all patent pools are anti-competitive. Their
competitiveness is dependent on a lot of factors as above-mentioned.

I
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ABSTRACT

The right to privacy can be both negatively and positively defined. The negative right to

privacy entails that individuals are protected from unwanted intrusion by both the state and

private actors into their private life. The positive right to privacy entails an obligation of

states to remove obstacles for an autonomous shaping of individual identities. Right to

privacy is not expressly provided under the Indian Constitution though it is said to exist as a

necessary corollary to the expressed provisions therein. So it was left to the judiciary to

recognize it as a fundamental right by putting an activist interpretation of Article 2l.The

object behind Article 2I of the Indian constitution is to prevent encroachments upon the

personal liberty by the executive except in accordance with law and in conformity with the

provision thereof. Right of privacy is also recognized in The Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, American Declaration of Rights and Duties of Man, International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights and American Convention on Human Rights. Privacy of individual is a

right to be protected even from the gaze of the press. Invasion of privacy by press mayarise

when information about private affairs of a person is published by Newspaper .If the right to

privacy is in clash with another fundamental rights say right to health or life, the latter right

will prevail if this advances the public morality/interest and the same would alone be

enforced by the court. Supreme Court of India held unanimously that the right to privacy is a

constitutionally protected right in India, as well as being incidental to other freedoms

guaranteed by the Indian Constitution.

KEY WORDS-Unwanted, Encroachments, covenant, public morality, Invasion

The right to be left alone is a crucial aspect of the right to privacy. Right to Privacy in India is

a peculiar blend of constitutional, customary and common law right scattered over various

legal fields., before it came to be recognised in its present form in India had been accepted in

the United States of America and recognised by American Declaration of fughts and Duties

of Man, 1948222;The Universal Declaration of Human Rights !948223; International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights, 1966224; Council of European Convention for Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom, 195022s; and American Convention on Human

Rights, 1969226. Two important essays published in 1890 in the United States are said to be

responsible for development of this right in the said country.In December of the

'22Article V,IX and X
,rrArt.l2

"oAtti"le 17

"tA.ticle 8
226Article 11and 14
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same year the Harvard Law Review published an article by Samuel D. warren and Louis D'

Brandies,that launched a new legal concept which eventually broadened into the principle of

information pivacy.2z7There is a substantial difference between how privacy is regulated and

protected in common law and civil law countries. In US constitutional law, protection is only

granted in relation to the state and state actions. Actions of private parties are regulated

primarily by tort law. The US stands out for its far-reaching protection of freedom of speech

to the detriment of privacy rights. In European law, privacy rights are protected both in

relation to state and private actors. Moreover, the question of ownership of personal data is

more regulated in European law and European law stretches the right to privacy to include

also public spaces quite opposite to US law where a reasonable expectation of privacy is

more or less gone when a person enters a public space'

Right to privacy is not expressly provided under the Indian Constitution though it is said to

exist as a necessary corollary to the expressed provisions therein' The scope of personal

liberty has been and is being expanded to a great extent, with the advancement of civilization

in the free society. The right to privacy of an individual has been recognized as an essential

component of personal liberty. Initially, a strict interpretation was given to Part III of the

"or.titotion'28 
but later on a liberal interpretation afforded it to blossom22e. Maneka Gandhi's

caseled the expansion of right to life and personal liberty wherein it was pointed out that the

procedure must be just, fair and reasonable. One cannot imagine a dignifred life unless he is

secure in person, house and everything which is personal and dear to him. Therefore, without

the right of privacy, the right to life and personal liberfy cannot be imagined to be dignified.

The stress on reasonable procedure implies that all those things should not be disturbed

unreasonably which go on to make the life as dignified and privacy is one of such states.

privacy seeks to erect an unbreakable wall of dignity and reserve against the entire world'

The free man is the private man, who keeps some of his thoughts and judgments entirely to

himself, who feels no overriding compulsion to share everything of value with others, not

even with those he loves and trusts. Pursuit of happiness requires certain amount of liberty to

do as one likes. As per constitutional recognition of the right to privacy which protects

personal privacy against unlawful government invasion there is no express mention of it in

part III of the Indian Constitution. So it was left to the judiciary to recognize it as a

fi:ndamental right by putting an activist interpretation of Article 21-

The object behind Article 21 of the Indian constitution is to prevent encroachments upon the

personal liberty by the executive except in accordance with law and in conformity with the

provision thereof. The words "personal liberty" are of wide amplitude and hence are to be

constructed in reasonable manner so that it could promote and achieve those objectiveness

and to stretch the meaning of the phrase to square with any pre-conceived notions and

doctrinaire constitutional theories. Privacy has become an issue in modern democratic

societies which are characteized by large-scale, sophisticated bureaucratic structures and

advanced technology in communications and information systems' Technological

Han'. L.R.4 (1890) 193
ttt -\.K. Gopalan v. State of Madras, AIR 1950 SC 27
:r'\{aneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 SC 597
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development has been permitted to evolve without regard for its impact on our modern

democratic political system. A major factor of the privacy problem is the absence of
legislation and organized rules ensuring privacy, confidentiality and due process to the

subjects of computerized information. Individual's claim to solitude and secrecy are major

interests protected by privacy rights. It is these interests that are violated during search and

seizure. Administration of an organization whether it be government, quasi-government or

private, often treads into the privacy of an individual. The earliest case Kharak Singh v. State

of U.P.230, the petitioner, Kharak Singh, was challenged in a case of dacoity in 1947 but was

released as there was no evidence against him. On the basis of the accusation made against

him, he stated that the police had opened-up a "history sheet" for him under Regulation 228

of Chapter XX of the police regulation which defines "history sheet" as "the personal records

of criminals under surveillance".23l That Regulation further pointed out that "history sheet"

should be opened only for persons who are or are likely to become habitual criminals or the

aiders or abettors of such criminals'. The petitioner described that due to such surveillance,

frequently the chaukidar of the village and sometimes police constable used to enter his

house, knock and shout at his door, wakes him up during the night and thereby disturbed his

sleep on a number of occasions. They had compelled him to get up from his sleep and to

accompany them to the police station to report his presence there. When the petitioner left his

village for another village or town, he had to report to the Chaukidar of the village or at the

police station about his deparfure. He had to give them information regarding his destination

and the period within which he would return. Immediately the police station of his destination

was contacted by the police station of his departure and the Latter put him under surveillance

in the same way as the former.

Delivering the minority Judgment, which is worth mentioning, Subba Rao J,"' held we

agree that regulation is unconstitutional as it infringes both the Article 19 (1) (d) and Art2l
of the constitution. In the view of his Lordship the whole country is a jail for a person

subjected to surveillance. The freedom of movement in clause (d) of Article 19(1) of
Constitution, therefore , must be a movement in a free country, i.e. in a country where he can

do whatever he likes, speak to whomsoever he wants, meet people of his own choice without

any apprehension, subject of course in the Law of social control. The petitioner under the

shadow of surveillance is certainly deprived of this freedom.

In the case of Govind v. State of M.P.233the petitioner who was a citizen of India challenged

the validity of regulation 855 and 856 of the Madhya Pradesh police regulations purporting to

be made by the Government of Madhya Pradesh under Section a6(2)(c) of the Police Act.

Supreme Court unanimously speaking through Mathew, J. endorsed the minority opinion of
Subba Rao, J in Kharak Singh's case'3{ asserting the right of privacy of individual citizens.

His Lordship also cited authority from Judicial opinion from U.S.A. in Griswold v.

23oArR 1963 sc 1295

"'lbid.ut.p.l295'"'rd. utl3o3
".AIR 1975 sc 1378
23aSupra note 62at.p.129 5
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Connecticut235 wherein the executive director of the planned parenthood League of

Connecticut and a physician teaching at the Yale Medical School were convicted in a state

court for giving information about birth control to a married couple' Connecticut Law made

the use of contraceptives, as well as counselling, aiding or abetting such use; a criminal

offence. Justice Douglas while invalidating connecticut statute held that the right of freedom

of speech, press includes not only the right to utter or to print, but also the right to distribute'

the right to receive, the right to read and that without those peripheral rights the specific

rights would be less secure and that likewise, the other specific guarantees in the Bill of

Rights have penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees that help give them

life and substance, that the various guarantees create zones of privacy, and that protection

against all governmental invasion of the " sanctity of a man's home and the privacy of life"

was fundamental.

Mathew, J. also referred to the U.S. Supreme court's ruling Jane Roe v' Henry wade236

wherein the Supreme court said'that although the constitution of the u's'A' does not

explicitly mention any right of privacy, the United States Supreme Court recognizes that a

right of personal privac y , or aguarantee of certain areas of zones of privacy does exist under

the Constitution, and ..that the roots of that right may be found in the first, fourth and fifth

Amendments, in the penumbras of Bill of Rights, in the Ninth Amendment and in the concept

of liberty guaranteed by the first section of the fourteenth Amendment" and that the right to

privacy is not absolute.

In case of District Registrar & Collector, Hyderabad v. Canera Banr<r37'wherein The A'P'

State Legislature amended Section 73 of the Stamp Act, 1899 which gave inspecting officers

not only the power to search premises but also the power to seize deficiently stamped

documents. The purpose behind the amendment was to combat stamp duty evasion and also

to supplement the Ju-p revenue of the state. The amendment was challenged before the

Andhra Pradesh High court as the amendment had given unbridled power to the officers with

respect to exercising discretion and, consequently the amendment was held to be arbitrary

and violative of Article 14 of the constitution of India. The decision of the High court was

challenged by the Appellant before the Supreme court, and the Respondent contended that

the impugned provision amounted to a violation of the fundamental Right to Privacy' A two

Judge Bench of the Supreme court upheld the A.P' High court decision and reiterated

recentSupreme court decisions and held that the Right to Privacy was implicit in the

Constitution of India. Furthermore, Court held that the impugned amendment was arbitrary

and violative of Article t4 0f the constitution, thus it cannot be construed as

procedureestablished by law under Article 21 of the constitution. Therefore the amendment

was held unconstitutional as the Right to Privacy had been violated in the absence of

procedure established bY law.

ttt 381 u.s.11965) at.p.479
ttt -t1o us1973) at.p.113
tt--\.1.R. 2oo5 s.c. 186
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In the case of State of Maharashtra v. Madhukar Narayan Mardikar238 appellant was

servingasapoliceinspector,BhiwandiTownPolicestationindistrictThanaofMaharashtra
,,u,", I.r 1 3d Nov. 1 965 , between 8. 1 5 and 8.45 p 'm. he allegedly visited the hutment of one

BanubiWoBabuSheikhinuniformanddemandedtohavesexualintercoursewithher.on
her refusing he tried to have her by force. She resisted his attempt and raised a hue and cry'

The Supreme Court held that, even a Woman of easy virtue was entitled to privacy and no

one can invade her privacy as and when he liked' She is entitled to protect her person if there

isanattempttoviolateitagainstherwish.shewasequallyentitledtotheprotectionofthe
law. Therefore, merely because she was a woman of easy virtue, her evidence can not be

thrown overboard.

In the case of NeeraMathur v. Life Insurance corporation of India,23e the petitioner applied for

the post of assistant in the Life Insurance corporation of India' She was called for written test

andalsoforinterview.Shewassuccessfulinboththetests.Shewasaskedtofilladeclaration
form which she did and submitted to the Corporation on 25th May, 1989. On the same day, she

was also examined by a lady doctor and iound medically fit for the job' The doctor who

examined the petitioner was in the approved panel of corporation'

On 13ft February 1990, the petitioner was discharged from the service without assigning any

groundsinitanditseemedtobeadischargesimpliciter.Itwascontendedthatthedeclaration
given by the petitioner was false to the Lowledge of petitioner who had deliberately

withheld to mention the fact of being in the family way at the time of filling up the

decraration form before medical examination for fitness. The court herd that the particulars

whichafemalecandidatewasrequiredtofurnishinthedeclarationwereverypersonaland
filling of the same was too ernbarrassing if not humiliating. Hence ordered for the removal of

such particulars from the declarations these particulars impugned upon the right to privacy'24o

Privacy of individual is a right to be protected even from the gaze of the press' Invasion of

privacy by press may arise when information about private affairs of a person is published by

Newspaper. The press and the right to privacy came for the first time under notice in the case

of R. Rajo Gopal v. State of Tamil Nadu,2a1 the petitioner was editor' printer and publisher

of a Tamil weekly magazine 'Nakkeeran" published from Madras' The second petitioner was

the associate editor of the magazite.They were seeking issuance of an appropriate writ' order

or direction under Article 32 ofthe constitution restraining the respondents from taking any

action as contemplated in the second respondent's communication and fuither restraining

them from interfering with the publication of the autobiography of the condemned prisoner'

Auto Shankar, in their magazine. Analyzingthe right to privacy the court stated that since the

right to privacy has two aspects which are nothing but two faces of the same coin (1) the

general law of privacy which affords a tort action for damages resulting from an unlawful

invasion of privacy and (2) the constitutional recogttition given to the right to privacy which

protect personal privacy against unlawful Governmental invasion' The first aspect of this"

"tAIR 1991 s.c 207
23e ArR 1992 sc392

'oo Ibid arp.395

"'AIR, 1995 sc264
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right must be said to have been violated where for example, a person's name or likeness was

used, without his consent, for advertising or non- advertising proposes or for that matter, his

life story was written whether laudatory or otherwise and published without his consent. His

Lordship further held that, the right to privacy was implicit in the right to life and liberty

guaranteed to the citizens of this country by Aticle 21. It has "right to be let alone".

A citizen has a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, procreation,

motherhood, childbearing and education among other matters. None can publish anything

concerning above matters without his consent - whether truthful or otherwise and whether

laudatory or critical. If he does so, he would be violating the right to privacy of the person

concerned and would be liable in an action for damages.2a2

The Court pointed out that publication of public records; reports about sexual assault,

kidnapping, abduction etc if it affects female's dignity etc cannot be published.

Applying the above principles, the court held that, the petitioners had a right to publish, the

life story / autobiography of Auto Shankar in so far as it appeared from the public records,

even without his consent or authorization. But if they go beyond that and publish his life
story, they may be invading his right to privacy, and would be liable for the consequences in

accordance with law. Similarly, the State or its officials cannot prevent or restrain the said

publication.

The evil incident to the invasion of privacy of telephone is as great as the occasioned by

unwarranted publicity in newspaper and by other means. Whenever a telephone line is tapped

the privacy of those talking over the line is invaded and conversations, wholly proper and

confidential may be overheard.

In the case of People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India,2a3a public interest

litigation under Article 32 of the constitution of India was filed by the people's Union for

Civil Liberties, a voluntary organisation, highlighting the incident of telephone tapping in the

recent past. Delivering the Judgment Justice Kuldip Singh opined that the right to privacy by

itself - has not been identified under the constitution... but the right to hold a telephone

conversation in the privacy of one's home or office without interference can certainly be

claimed as "right to privacy".

In the case of Mr. o X' v. Hospital '2',244 the court held that the right to privacy is not

absolute and may be lawfully restricted for the prevention of crime, disorder or for the

protection of health or morals or protection of rights and freedoms of others. As such, when a

patient was found to have HIV positive, its disclosure by a doctor would not be violative of

either on the ground of confidentiality or the patient's right to privacy as the lady with whom

the patient is likely to be married is saved in time by such disclosure. She would have been

infected with the dreadful disease had her marriage taken place and consummated. Therefore,

fte right which would advance the public morality or public interest would alone be enforced

:-: Id.at.p.264
t-'rrR 1997 sc 568

'-rtR 1999 sc 495
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through the process of law. If the right to privacy is in clash with another fundamental rights

say right to health or life, the latter right will prevail if this advances the public

morality/interest and the same would alone be enforced by the court. In the case of Justice k s

Puttaswami (Retd.) &anr. ..Petitioners Vs Union of India2as.Respondents, Nine judges of this

Court assembled to determine whether privacy is a constitutionally protected value. The issue

reaches out to the foundation of a constitutional culture based on the protection of human

rights and enables this Court to revisit the basic principles on which our Constitution has

been founded and their consequences for a way of life it seeks to protect. Supreme Court of
India held unanimously that the right to privacy is a constitutionally protected right in India,

as well as being incidental to other freedoms guaranteed by the Indian Constitution. In

general privacy is not an absolute right and hence can be limited by the lawza6. To conclude

the right to privacy has become a fundamental human right, solidly embedded in International

Human Rights law as well as in national Constitutions, legislations and jurisprudence of
different countries. So the need of the hour is a constitutional amendment whereby right to

privacy is explicitly included in part III of Indian Constitution.

'ot12or71 lo scc 1

'ou12oo3y 4 scc 493
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INTRODUCTION

The terms mergers, amalgamation, acquisitions and takeovers, over a period of time have

occupied a very significant position in sphere of dynamically evolving

corporate/commercial laws. These terms are used wherever there is a restructuring or

reorganization of a corporate entity and in cases of various business combinations.

Mergers can be explained in terms- of an affangement, wherein, the assets belonging to two

or *." companies are transferred to or comes under the control of a company and it is not

necessary ttrat ttris company is either of the two or more companies2aT.

In practical sense Mergers and Amalgamation carries a similar meaning. Still, a minute

diffirence can be drawn between the two above mentioned terms on a closer observation. As

far as mergers are concerned, it mostly denotes that there is a fusion of two companies. The

term amalgamation on the other hand denotes an affangement or compromise between two

or more companies. Further, the term mergers are used in a restricted or so called narow

sense whereas amalgamations have a broader implication.

The term amalgamation has been further defined in the case of Re. PrakashanPvt Ltd2a8. In

this case amalgamations have been defined as the organic unification of various legal

entities. Amalgamation can be between any numbers of companies.

Takeover in general parlance is acquisition of control over a tatget company either by

acquiring the shares or by way of control on the management of the company. Both the

terms i.e. Takeover and Acquisition are used interchangeably by numerous writers- The

only difference which can be drawn out of these two terms is that takeover denotes a sudden

and sometime hostile in nature whereas acquisition is an act similar to takeover in a more

planned way generally on friendly note. So takeovers denotes sudden raiding in order to

take over the management of the target company so that there can be change in 'control'

over the company whereas acquisition refers to a stage next to takeover acquiring the target

company'ae

There are various reasons which can be attributed to the growth in the mergers, acquisition

and takeovers in India. But the liberalization poficfs0 during the reign of Dr. Manmohan

Singh as the Finance Minister was the prime cause of growth of business activities- Due to

government de regularization, business activities started growing in the country and foreign

t-- Robert Heller, "Mergers, Acquisition and takeovers; Buying another business is easy but making it a

. -;cessful merger is full of pitfall", 2006 (thinkingmanagers.com)
--l In Re Patrakar Prakashan Pvt Ltd (1997) 33 (MP) 13 SCL
t--source: purposedrivennews.coln (http://www.purposedrivennews.com/purpose-driven-news/takeover-

: -.de )

ri 
Included steps like ending many public monopolies, allowing automatic approval of FDI in many

.:,-tLrrs. etc.
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players started trying their hand at the Indian

instances of mergers, acquisition and takeovers'

These business activities which involved
primarily to check any abuse of any kind
as well as to regulate any anti competitive

ISSN :2581-6837

market. Resultantly, there was growth in the

restructuring where bought in the purview of law

to the socie& (by virtue of court's interference)251
.252

acr

But with the increased dynamics as well as the complexity of modern business restructuring

over a prolonged period of time, apart from the above mentioned feasons, such forms of

restructuring have emerged as a ,nod.* tool to change the control2" over entity/entities

involved in such transaction/s. As a result, the legislature through its delegated powers25o

have enacted laws and regulation to check such abuse of sudden management change with

the view to safeguard the-public shareholding from any form of fraud to such share holders

and other stakeholder.

Takeover implies the process wherein the controlling interest of an entity is transferred to

another entity/person. benerally, a friendly takeover is one where the promotel gloup or that

group of shareholders who are holding ihe controlling power sells its shareholding to the

f"q,rir"r. On the other hand, hostile tlaaing is a situation where the management or the

.orrt olling shareholders as the case may be, be unwilling to strike a deal with the

prospecti,ie acquirer and the said prospeciive acquirer then makes an open offer for public

shareholding25'.

A takeover can be defined as a transaction of series where any person (inclusive of legal

person) or a group of person attains control over the company's asset. This can either be

done jirectly by bicoming the owner of the said asset or indirectly by attaining control over

company's management. it can therefore be inferred that when the shares of a company are

held by- a small nurnber of people (shares being held closely), takeover will generally be

affected by virtue of an agreement with the majority holders. Wherein, in cases where the

shares are publically held, takeover can be effectuated by: an affangement between the

controller of management of the target company and the acquirer, purchasing shares listed

on the stock exchange or by virtue of a takeover bid'

In context oftype ofbusiness acquired, takeovers can be divided into

Horizontal Takeover: When two companies operate in the same industry and have similar

functional areals and one company is acquired by the other company, then such type of

takeover has been categoizei as Horizontal Takeover. This prime motive behind such

takeovers is to increar" th" economies of scale. The takeover of Hutch by Vodafone is an

example of Horizontal Takeover.

Vertical Takeover: When a company takeover either its supplier company (also known as

251 
as provided in ComPanies Act

"'Ar^gor"*.d by the MRTP Act previously and presently by Competition Act

"'To b" discussed in detail in the chapter related to control
,ro 5EBI enacted by the sEBI Act regulate such restructuring activities.

25, Dr. J.C Verma, Bharat's Corporate Mergers, Amalgamations and Takeovers: (Concept, Practice and

Procedure), Fifth edition 2008, page. 1 4
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forward integration) of customer company (also known as backward integration), then such

a form of takeover is called a vertical takeover. Maruti Udyog Ltd taking _over Sona

Steering Ltd is an example of backward integration' Cost reduction is generally the main

motive behind such takeovers.

Conglomerate Takeover: The takeover of one company by another company operating in a

totafiy unrelated industry with diversification as the prime objective is called a

Conglomerate Takeover.

The general day to day function of a company is carried out through the board decisions'

Whereas shareholders ierive their right to control the company by virtue of the orvnership

rights they possess. It is noteworthy that having 'control' need not necessarily imply having

.i,m.rrhip,- simultaneously. Contoi can still belhere when there is partial or no ownership'

umakanth varottil in one of his articles has given a vivid description on control with the

help of an illustrative spectrum of different types of control along with changing

shareholding. The table in his article provides for these different kinds of shades of control:

-When the controller's shareholding is 100 percent, then there is absolute or total control'

with the controller having the flexibility to manage the company in any desired manner

-\\rhen the controller's shareholding is two third of the

srgnificant decisions

total voting rights, can take all

-When the controller,s shareholding is more than 500%, there is a legal or de jure control

over the appointment of directors and control over matters requiring simple majority

-when the controller's shareholding is more than one third of the total shareholding, it

exercises negative control. This is possible because decisions requiring special majority can

be blocked by such percentage of shareholding

-The last to fit in this spectrum would be control of management without having any

shareholding.

The first four types of 'control' come under the category of de jure control' Whereas the last

one is an example of de facto control. There can be several other example of such de facto

control. For instance shareholders with less than majority shareholdings may by virtue of

shareholders agreement be granted the right to nominate majority of the directors' Similarly'

zuch agreement may give the shareholders the right to appoint key managerial persons'

The concept of 'control' plays a significant role in the takeover transaction' Similarly, on a

firrther understanding, it'beco*", 
"1.u, 

that the more important concept is of 'effective

control,. This is beJause the mandatory bid rule is triggered when the acquirers exercise

effective control and notjust any sort ofcontrol'

lndia has adopted a policy which is inclined towards minority protection and therefore often

criticized on the ground tirat it overlooks the interest of the investors' The regulator in Iirdia

i". sggl g.n"rul'ly, while framing regulations, calls for the opinion of various stakeholders
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and legal practitioners"u i, order to update itself with the kind of problems and the range of
views which different stakeholders have. The SEBI Takeover Code has been modified thrice
since its inception. These regulations have been a subject to changes dynamically as per the
requirements due to the growing complexity of takeover norns. Globally, majority of the
jurisdictions have adopted a numeric threshold of shareholding so as to detect 'control' over
a company. India has adopted a dual policy in this regard wherein it prescribes for a
subjective definition of control which is in addition to the numeric threshold as fixed b y the
legislature.

The subjective definition of control (in addition to the objective criteria of a numerical
threshold) can be bifurcated into two parts which triggers the requirement for Minimum Bid
Rule. 257First relates to a

Situation where the acquirer (along with Persons Acting in Concert) holds substantial shares
but below the threshold (as required for triggering MBR) and still is the single largest
shareholder of the company. In this case, generally the acquirer will have strong hold on the
target company as it plays the major role in appointment of the board due to the fact that the
shareholding of the company is scattered in nature. Second relates to a situation where the
acquirer holds substantial shares (below the threshold for invoking MBR) in the target
company and there is another group or person (like promoters) who also posses substantial
shareholding of the company. Over here total control is generally not possible. Controlling
power is generally shared in such scenarios. The problem which is akin to this scenario is of
financial institutions that hold certain protective rights in the company's management
although they have no interest in having the control over the company.

SEBI Takeover Code prescribes that an acquirer is liable to make an open offer whenever
such an acquirer acquires more than 25o/o of the voting rights of the target company. Apart
from this requirement, SEBI also mandates for making an open offer whenevei there is a
change of 'control' of the target company.

The word 'control' has been delned by the SEBI Takeover Code. As per the 2011 code
control over a company includes25s:

1. Having such rights enabling the prospective acquirer to appoint majority of the Board of
Directors

2. Such rights which enable to control policy decision

3. Such rights enabling the control of management of the target company

The first SEBI regulation governing takeovers came in the year 1994. The Bhagwati
Committee was thereafter constituted in order to review the SEBI (Substantial Acquisition
of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 1994. Similarly, Takeover Regulations Advisory
Committee (TRAC) was formed to review of the then existing Takeover Code of 1997. Both
of these committees were of the view that the definition of control as is present in the
Takeover Code has been deliberately kept inclusive and open in nature. The reason for such

256 SEBI issues several discussion papers in order to take public opinion on numerous points ofreguldtions and
other related issues.

"'SEBI Takeover Code provides that an acquirer includes all such persons with some common intent of
acquiring the company. All such person clubbed together is known u, p"rro, acting in concert (pAC).

258Regulation 2 (l) (e) ofSEBI Takeover Code,20ll
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inclusive definition was the fact that it was intended to

regulator i.e. SEBI to look into each case and decide the

the basis ofthe facts ofthe given case at hand2se.

ISSN :2581'6837

leave it up to the decision of the

element of transfer of 'conffol' on

The Takeover Regulations Advisory Committee (TRAC) wanted to widen the ambit of the

term ocontrol' and therefore in a meeting held with SEBI in2011, it recommended that

provision defining control as "right to appoint majority directors" should be substituted

iith .. Right and Ability to appoint majority directors". This recommendation of TRAC

was not accepted and the older provision continued.

CONCLUSION

One of the most important rationales of bringing in the concept of mandatory bid rule is to

provide a structure so as to protect the overall equitable concept of equality of opporfunity.
prima facie this rule for making a mandatory bid provides a mechanism wherein the

minority shareholders of the company can make an exit from the company in a scenario

where the management of the company is changing and is unfavorable for the existing

minority of the company. The importance of this minority rule lies in the fact that there is

always a probability that the acquiring entity may have a de facto control over the target

"o-pury 
without having a majority control. This can be further understood that it is

po.riUt" for the acquirer that even without taking the financial burden of making the

acquisition of all the shares, it would be having a de facto control over the company. Even

after the acquisition, the existing shareholders would not be assured of getting the exit

opportunity on terms which are favorable to such shareholders as the policy of the new

poii"y might not suit the tendency of the existing shareholder's perspective of profitability.

bo u ,.*rd level, it can be understood with the following terms: All the existing

shareholders of the company are equal in terms of their rights. Therefore, the shareholders

who

transfer their shares to the entity that is acquiring the shares helping such entity to cross the

provided threshold for invoking mandatory bid rule, should also share the control among

every shareholders26o.

Although, this is one side of the actual picture, apart from these rationales for the rule of
mandatory bidding, the negative includes the fact that, these takeover regulations

administering acqulsition after a certain threshold often acts as an obstacle to a series of
transaction which is have favorable effect on both i.e. market and shareholders. At a further

level, this rule of mandatory bidding would add to the financial cost and time taken for the

transaction which otherwise would have been financial efficient and completed in the fixed

time frame.

tt- SEBI,, discussion paper on "Brightline Tests for Acquisition of 'Control' under SEBI Takeover

l.:sulations" Published on March 14'n,2016.
I One of the most important rationales of regulations relating to takeovers in majority of the jurisdictions all

-::oss the worlds provides/advocates that shareholders belonging to the same class of the target company

: .,ru1d be equally treated. For reference kindly go through, City Code of the United kingdom, the new edition

-1.:his code which came into force on May 20,2013; General Principle 3. In this regard also go through Lan

, -i Luh. Ho yew Kee & Ng See Leng, "Mandatory Bid Rule: Impact of Control Threshold on Take-over

l::miums" [2001] Sing JLS 433 at435.
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This discussion helps us in drawing a normative analysis that this rule of mandatory public
office serves the greater purpose of providing an exit opportunity to the existing minority
shareholder of the target company. The rule of mandatory public offer would thereby be

applicable in case the minority wants to exit but not in such scenario where there is a
change in control of the company which is favorable both to the company and all the

shareholders and where it would be prima facie evident that such change is bring in
profitability.

Coming to the qualitative and quantitative aspect of the minimum bid rule, we notice a

majority of jurisdictions all across the globe are now opting for the quantitative rule.

Countries like England, Belgium, Austria and Italy have initially opted for quantitative
check on the minimum bid rule but went on to a shift to the qualitative approach. The

ambiguities surrounding the qualitative approach make it tough for the countries to enact it.
The problem is quantitative approach to check control lies in the fact that clever structure

of the transaction can create a scenario of having a de facto control without making
mandatory public offer. 'Although, in this regard we may appreciate the effect of
jurisdictions like UK wherein the government have enacted legislations in order to bring
the acquisition of certain complex financial instruments like equity derivatives within the

parameters of applicability of minimum bid rule. Similarly, Singapore has taken up this
issue on a more practical term wherein it lays down that disclosure of such complex
instruments (derivate instruments) is mandatory while disclosing the shareholding for
takeover regulations. Related to the rule of Mandatory bidding, lies the rule making the

disclosure requirement regarding the securities of the target with the acquirer. Disclosure

requirements are often made mandatory by the takeover regulation itself. This rule often
severs a warning to the shareholders of the target. This rule generally acts as a signal that
the cornpany might is acquired by those who are made to disclose the holdings of the target

"o*purry'u'. 
Most of the jurisdictions across the globe have incorporated these disclosure

requirements elaborately in the takeover regulation/s262.

It then, remains in the hand of the regulator to decide, depending on the facts and

circumstances of each individual case whether to include such instruments within the scope

of control.

For countries which follow a quantitative approach so have to ascertain effective control,
the shareholding pattern ofthe general shareholding should be taken in account so as to set

the limit at an higher end if the shareholding in concentrated among few whereas the

threshold for the ascertain control should kept at a lower end if case the general

shareholding is scattered.

A normative claim can hereby derived from the above discussion that it becomes important
to there have a periodic review of the shareholding pattern of a country so that the set

benchmark can be thereby

such negative rights is to protect their own interest. Further, the introduction of whitewash

mechanism in jurisdiction with qualitative approach can be bought in to play so as to mitigate the

severity of this approach. As per the whitewash mechanism, if acquirer need not make an open offer

26l Umakurt Varottil; The Nature of Market for Corporate Control in India

'u'In Singupore, Securities Industry Council is the regulator
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in a scenario is such a takeover have been done with a prior permission of the shareholders. BuL this

provision can be included only if the shareholders are making an informed decision. India too had

had whitewash provision previously but it was done away as the farmers were skeptical about the

misuse of this provision by way of influencing the shareholders263'

This part of the dissertation is not meant to suggest the supremacy of one rule over the

other, the points are to be individually taken and a process of integration would be

beneficial if proper consideration is given to various domestic factors with the sense of

market dynamics in a particular jurisdiction. A suitable mix of these measures might sever

a useful purpose of tacking mandatory bid related issue'

The Indian Regulator i.e. SEBI has taken a proactive role in determining the change of

control and still continues to take up a case to case analysis. The above mentioned points

taken together can act as a guiding factor regulating takeover transaction and these can

simultaneously provide certain sense of certainty in the present business atmosphere of

conkol regime of takeovers' :

7l
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ABSTRACT
Around the globe approximately each and every country have their own investigating

agencies, each agency is form to looking down different maffers. The history and the reason

for their establishment is different from each other as per their struggles are different, their

achievements are different, but their main goal is same i.e. to protect the people from the

mischief elements in our society. The one of the well-known agency in the world and

certainly one of the most important agencies in India is CBI (Central Bureau of

Investigation).

CBI since its formation has always played an important role in Indian society and politics. It

is always in limelight for all good and bad reasons. CBI is not a statutory body, however, its

power has been derived from the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946 and the CBI

was regarded as the main investigating agency of the central government.

This paper is going to focus on the birth, development and role of CBI in India. There would

be a focus on the very aspect of beginning of the CBI starting from the year L94l to 1953,

the further with the aspect of the very existence of CBI from the 1960's. It would be

discussed that how the CBI's significance increased after 1980's when the crime rate in

India also increased in various areas such as assassination, kidnappings, crime by extremists,

large scale bank and insurance frauds, murder, rape, dowry deaths, cases like Bhopal Gas

Tragedy etc. At the end, there would be focus on the role of CBI in determining the

judgments by the Indian judicial system.

Cnt: nmfU. OEVU,O

INTRODUCTION
Around the globe approximately each and every country have their own investigating

agencies, each agency is form to looking down different matters. The history and the reason

for their establishment are different from each other, their struggles are different, their

achievements are different, but their main goal is same i.e. to protect the people from the

mischief elements in our society. The one of the well-known agency in the world and
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important agencies in India is CBI (Central Bureau of

CBI since its formation has always played an important role in Indian society and politics' It

is always in limelight for all good and bad reasons. Recently CBI was again in limelight

because of the famous Saradha chit fund scam. Entire nation shocked when the West Bengal

police detained the cBI officers and the allegation by the west Bengal government on the

central government to use cBI for their political gains. whose know who is right, but it is

very clear that CBI is one of the most important parts of Indian society, so it is necessary to

know more about CBI.

THF' STARTTNG POrNT (1941-19s3)1

During the British rule, inL941"the government of India passed an executive order' for

setting up the SPECIAL POLICE ESTABLISHMENT (SPE)' The SPE was established

because at the early stage of World War-II, the government of India realised that vast

amount of money which was released by the government for war efforts had provided

opportunity to many mischief and antlsocial elements, both at official level and non-official

level, to indulged in the crimes like bribery and comrption, which was harmful for the

government at that time because that was just not only effecting the war efforts and harming

tre interest of government but also equally harmful for the public (but not more harmful'

ften British government).

At that time the British-India government felt that the police and other law enforcement

agencies were not in the position to control and investigate the situation, so the government

establish the SpE to investigate cases of bribery and comrption in transactions with the war

& Supply Departmentof India during World War II'

ln the year 1942,the role of SPE was increased and the comrption cases of Indian Railways

q.ere also given to the SPE. The railways during the British time in India played an

iryortant role because the major transportation of goods was executed through the railways

md during the war, the railways played an important role because it helped in the movement

of supply of war materials.

A sPF (Special Police Force) was established in year 1943, by the government of India

ftrough an ordinance, which gave the power to sPF to investigate the certain offences

c,ommitted anywhere in British India in relation to the central government departments'

After the world war-Il, in the year 1946 the ordinance of 1943 had lapsed and replaced by

(DSPE) Delhi Special Police Establishment ordinance, L946. It happen because after the

. : starting point of CBI, (March 15, 2019) http://cbi'gov'in
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war the government still felt need of central government agency to investigate the cases

related to the bribery and comrption. In the same year the DSPE Act, 1946 was came into

existence.

After promulgation of the Act, superintendence of SPE was transferred to the Home

Department and its functions were enlarged to cover all departments of the Government of

India. The jurisdiction of SPE was extended to all the Union territories and the Act provided

for its extension to States with the consent of the State Government. The Headquarters of

SPE was shifted to Delhi and the organisation was put under the charge of Director,

Intelligence Bureau. However, in 1948, the position of the Inspector General of Police, SPE

was formed and this CBI organisation was placed under his charge. In 1953, an Enforcement

Wing was supplemented to the SPE to deal with matters relating to the Import and Export

Control Act.

THE BIRTH OF CBI IN 1960'5

Since, l94l to 1963 various changes came in Indian Society. With the passage of time the

role of SPE was increased in society. In l94l the work of SPE just only to investigate the

bribery and comrption cases but with the passage of time, more and more cases came under

SPE. In fact, in the year 1963 SPE was duly authorised to investigate the offences under

approx 91 different provisions of the Indian Penal Code 1860 and 16 other Centralised acts

for the offences that arecovered under the Prevention of Comrption Act lg41 .2

In 1963 the government felt that there was need for a Central Police Agency, which can be

helpful to reduce the other new emerging crime and just not only for the cases of bribery and

comrption. There were need to control the crimes like violation of central fiscal laws, major

frauds relating to the government of India departments, passport frauds, crime on the high

seas, organised crimes etc. so, on l't April, 1963 the government of India by a resolution, set

up CBI (Cenhal Bureau Of Investigation), with the following divisions. A11 these divisions

are mentioned below along with their respective pu{poses.

a) Investigation &Anti-Corruption Division (Delhi Special Police Establishment)

The Anti-Comrption Division is primarily responsible for collecting the relevant

information with regard to comrption, maintaining licenses with various Departments

through their Vigilance Officers. Enquiry, investigation and prosecution of offences are also

uridertaken by this division which primarily includes offences such as bribery and comrption

along with the tasks relating to prevention of comrption. The Anti-Comrption Division deals

with the cases against public servants under the control of the Central Government. It also

2 the birth of CBI, (March 15,2019) h@://cbi.gov.in
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deals with the cases related to public servants in Public Sector Undertakings under the

control of Central Government and cases against the public servants working under State

Govt. entrusted to the CBI by the State Governments and serious departmental irregularities

committed by the above mentioned public servants.

b) Technical Division

The Technical Advisory' Units ensures the expert guidance as well as the assistance in

sectors that primarily includes the services of banking, the government taxation policies, the

engineering sector and foreign exchange department during enquiries and investigations

taken up by the CBI. The technical advisory units are:

o Banking Company LailInsurance Advisory Unit.

o Engineering Advisory Unit (CiviVElectrical matters).

o Taxation Advisory Unit (Direct/Indirect Tax matters).

o Foreign trading/Foreign Exchange Advisory Unit.

c) Crime Records and Statistics Division

The Special Crimes Division deals with various cases that have a direct impact on the

economy and various situations that is conventional in nature, which specifically deals with

offences such as intemal security, espionage, sabotage, narcotics and psychotropic

zubstances. Further it also deals with case such as antiquities, murders, dacoit/robberies,

cheating, and criminal breach of tnrst. The offences such as forgeries, dowry deaths,

suspicious deaths and other IPC offences as well as offences under other laws notified under

tre DSPE can also not be ignored. It is also responsible for investigation of interstate and

international rackets, large-scale frauds affecting the property or revenue of the Government

md crimes of national importance.

d) Research Division

Research division of the CBI only ensures and focuses on the in-depth research of the facts

md circumstances dealing to the happening of the crime. Their purpose of existence is

research the crime scene and the place of crime while focusing on all the major as well as

&e minor details

e) Policy Division

The Policy Division focuses only to the cases relating to policy, procedure, organisation,

rigilance & security in the CBI. It further deals with the correspondence of the ministry and

11, 20 1 9) http ://cbi. gov. in/aboutus/div.php
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the liaison with Ministries and is also responsible for implementation of Special

Programmes for vigilance and anti-comrption, etc.

f) Administration Division.

The Administration Division of the CBI focus primarily to the matters of recruiting

personnel in the branch, establishments as well as the accounts of al1 the Divisions of the

CBI and is supervised by the officer of the rank of Joint Director/IG.

Further in the year 1964 the government of India passed another resolution by which the

wing for Economic offences added, which provide more strength to CBI. Now up to this

point CBI had two investigation wings which includes the General Offences Wing and

another the Economic Offenees Wing.

Later in the same year another Wing was formed i.e. Food Offence Wing. The main purpose

of this wing to investigate and collect intelligence regarding black marketing, smuggling etc.

during that time the cases of black marketing, hoarding etc, just increased drastically, so it

became necessary to control the crime. Later in year 1968, this wing was merged in the

Economic Offences Wing.

THE TIME OF CRIMINALS IN 1980'5

In the 1980's the crime rate in India increased. Crimes like assassination, kidnappings,

crimes by extremists, large scale bank and insurance frauds, murder, rape, dowry deaths,

cases like Bhopal Gas Tragedy etc. start taking place, even the court started referring cases

to CBI for investigation and collection of evidence, because of the serious nature of crimes.

In 1980's it was became necessary for the government to find out the solution for these

conventional crimes. So, after looking all these negative developments in country, the

government of India in 1987 decided to have two investigation divisions in CBI namely:-

- Anti-comrptionDivision.

- Special Crimes Division (Deals with the cases of conventional crimes as well as

economic offences).

SPECIAL WINGS FOR SPECIAL CASES IN 1990'5

1990's even became more challenging for the India. In this decade lots of big events happen

in India. Suddenly the important and sensational cases of conventional nature took fiace. So,

even after the establishment of special crimes division, the special cells were created to deal

with these situations or cases. For ex-

- SIT (Special lnvestigation Team)- Assassination Of Rajiv Gandhi.

- Special lnvestigation Ce11-IV - Demolition of Babri Majid'
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-STF(SpecialTaskForce).U.P'IncreasingCrimeRateandBombBlastinMumbai.

- Bank Frauds and securities cell- lggzbankfrauds and securities scams'

During this time the securities scams cases and rise in economic offences increase with big

numbers because in the year 1994 India adopted the new economic policy of LPG-

(Liberalisation, privatisation and Globalisation) and that time cBI already having work load'

so a separate economic offences wing was established in 1994' So now' at this point CBI

have three investigation divisions :-

- Anti-Comrption Division(it exists to primarily deal with the cases relating to

comrption and fraud committed by public servants of all Central Govemment

Departments, Central public Sector Undertakings and Central Financial lnstitutions)'

- Economic crimes Division (To deal with bank frauds, financial frauds, Import

Export & Foreign Exchange Violations, large-scale smuggling of narcotics' antiques'

cultural property and smuggling of other contraband items etc.

-specialCrimesDivision(Todealwithcasesofterrorism,bombblasts'sensational

homicides, kidnapping for ransom and crimes committed by the mafia/underworld)'

Present Divisions :- 4

As on date, CBI has the following Divisions:

l. Anti-ComrPtion Division

2. Special Crimes Division

3. Economic Offences Division

4. Technical Advisory Units

5. Directorate of Prosecution

6. PolicY Division

7. Administration Division

8. Systems Division

9. Co-ordination Division

10. Central Forensic Laboratory

11. Training Division.

The cBI starts its journey from 1941 as anagency which was established only fol the

pqpose to deal with cases of bribery and comrption and at present CBI is multi-disciplinary

md'highly professional institute, which plays an important role in maintaining peace and

order in our nation. The CBI was not established only in one day, one month or in one year,

: latest division of cBI at present time (March 17 ,2019) http://cbi'gov'in
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infect it took decades to establish this kind of agency, but still after adding and subtracting

the lots of wings the government never try to make CBI an Independent agency and we all

know why.

COMPOSITION OF CBI5

The CBI is headed by a Director who is assisted by a Special Director or an Additional

Director. Additionally, it primarily involves various individuals including the joint directors,

the deputy inspector general, the superintendent of police and other important ranks of

police personnel.

The Director of CBI mainly focusing the Inspector-General of Police and the Delhi Special

Police Establishment are responsible for the administration of the CBI. The power of

superintendence of Delhi Special Police Establishment vests as per the enactment of CVC

Act, 2003 with the Central Government and save investigations of offences under the statute

of Prevention of comrption Act, 1988, in which, the supreme power vests with the central

Vigilance Commission. The tenure of the Director of CBI is two-years in office as per the

CVC Act, 2003 (Vineet Narain Case). The CVC Act also highlights the mechanism for the

selection of the Director of CBI and other officers of the rank of SP and above in the CBI'

The CBI Director is appointed by the Central Government on the recommendation of a

committee comprising of the Central Vigilance Commissioner as Chairperson, the Vigilance

Commissioners, the Secretary to the Government of India is the in-charge of the Home

Affairs Ministry and also the Secretary (Coordination and Public Grievances) in the Cabinet

Secretariat.

ROLE OF CBI IN THE INDIAN JUDICIARY

The Indian Judiciary plays a phenomenon role while interpreting the law of India and

granting justice to the victims or the aggrieved party. But when the judiciary is in the need

of an in-depth investigation of any case, the role of CBI comes into existence. However, it

cannot be ignored that if the CBI has gained respect and success while investigating in

various matter then on the other hand it has been highly criticised due to not investigating

the case in the correct order. Further, there would be a focus on the role of CBI towards the

Indian Judiciary in a positive as well as negative manner'

SUCCESS OF CBI IN INDIAN JUDICIARY
. Whether the role of CBI in the Indian judiciary is positive or not it can be only determined

on the basis of reports and judgments that are provided by the CBI to the Hon'ble court'

5The composition of CBI, (March 20,

composition-flrnctions/

20 1 9) https://www.civilsdaily.com/central-bureau-of-investigation-
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Further certain cases are highlighted where the cBI positively impacted the result the

judgment.

THE HARSHAD MEHTA SCAM

In this caseu, Harshad Mehta borrowed money from various banks in lieu of which he was

provided with the Bank Receipts which were later on regarded as fake' The special cBI

court in Mumbai convicted four bank officials in one of the multi crore securities scam and

sentenced them to three years imprisonment and fine not more than Rs. 5,000 after 25 years

of the scam that involved ,.big bul1" Harshad Mehta. Those four bank officials included M S

Srinivasan (former funds manager of State Bank of Saurashtra), Vinayak Deosthali (Former

Assistant Manager of UCo bank), R Sitaraman (official from SBI's security wing) and P

AKarkhanis (former senior manag€r, uco Bank). They were charged for an offence of

comrption, criminal breach of trust and falsification of books of account ultimately

benefiting the deceased.

As per the prosecution in the year 1991, the banks were obligated to keep a particular

percentage of their deposits with the RBI on the fortnightly basis which is technically known

as Cash Reserve Ratio. The CBI said that all the four banks i.e. the State Bank of Saurashtra,

the DN Road branch and the UCo bank, Hamam Street branch, were authorised for such

uansactions. The probe agency also alleged that the Srinivasan and other banks were in

conspiracy with Mehta parted with a sum of aggregating Rs 198 Crore of State Bank of

Saurashtra (to Mehta) by falsely recording the call money lending transactions'

The court acquitted Mr. P S Gokhale, while the case against Mehta and M V Shidhaye was

abated as they expired during the trial. Sindhu Bhatt of State Bank of Saurashtra turned as

the approver in the respective case. Various cases came into the limelight in the yeat 1992

following a probe into irregularities in securities transactions and fund management by

bmks and other financial institutions'

SISTER ABHAYA MURDER CASE

In the Sister Abhaya Casel , the deceased was a member of St. Joseph's Congregation for

religious sister under the Syro-Malabar catholic Archeparchy of Kottayam, Kerala' She was

fr*d dead in the well of St. Pius X Covent in kottayam on 27h March 1992' The local

police as well as the crime branch investigated the case and declared the case as the suicide

case and then they simply closed the case. In the year, 1993 the High Court of Kerela

se(March22,2o1g)https://www.business-standard.com/ar1ic1e/current-

. . _ , . :.arshad-mehta-scam-4-former-bank-officia1s-sentenced-to-3-years-in-jail- 
117041200514 1'html

-.r :rsier Abhaya case (March 22, zolg) https://www.news18.com/news/india/sister-abhaya-murder-case-
- - - -::s-acquits-third-accused-priest-1683041'html
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transferred the case to CBI, which tried to strengthen the suicide theory.

The first investigation made the first team of CBI failed to find the reason of Sister's death.

Upon the instruction of court, the second team was ordered to conduct the investigation. The

second team conducted the investigation, they brought forward that it was not suicide but

was murder, but they failed to gather the relevant evidences associated towards the murder.

The court being not satisfies again ordered CBI to construct the third team of CBI. The third

team of CBI frnally found that two priests and one sister were responsible for the death of

the deceased (or the murder) and they were also responsible for destruction of the evidences.

The CBI concluded the case after the third investigation and arrested Thomas Kottar, Father

JosePoothrikkayil and Sister Sephy, the charges were framed against all the three accused

for murder and destruction of evidences. The accused were arrested in 2008 and were

provided Bail in the year 2009.The Judge acquitted Poothrikaayil and rejected the discharge

plea of the first accused i.e. Father Thomas M Kottoor and the third accused Sister Sephy.

RAJIV GANDHI ASSASSINATION CASE

On 21'tMay 19918 the former Prime minister of India Mr Rajiv Gandhi was killed in suicide

bombing, in Sriperumbudur, Chennai, in the state of Tamil Nadu. 14 other people were also

killed in that bombing. At that time, the government of Chandra Sekhar decided to handover

this case immediately to the CBI because Rajiv Gandhi just not a normal politician but also

the ex-prime minister of India and in that bombing only Rajiv Gandhi didn't lose his life, in

fact 14 other innocent people also died and several people in the crowd got injured too.

The CBI created a special team for the investigation of this case i.e. Special Investigation

Team (SIT). After taking the charge of the case the SIT finds out extremely surprising facts

and evidence and also gets successful in finding out the main culprits behind the

assassination. The SIT confirmed the role of LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam) in

the assassination. The SIT booked 26 people under TADA.

The SIT provided sufficient evidence to the court and finally the SC of India gave death

sentence to the 4 accused and the others got the various jail terms.

FAILURE OF CBI IN INDIAN JUDICIARY

As discussed above, the CBI has successfully contributed to the Judiciary for positively

concluding the disputed case. But on the other hand, CBI had a typical departmenial failure

which failed to contribute towards the positive conclusion of the case by Judiciary. As the

investigation reports of the CBI were not well enough for supporting the Judiciary to

* The Raliv Gandhi Case (March 23,2019) https://www.indiatoday.irlmagazirelinvestigationlstory/1.ggl}715-
rajiv-gandhi-assassination-ltte-supremo-pirabhakaran-ordered-the-killing-in-jaffna-in-october-1 990-8 14580-

1991-07-15
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conclude the case. Following are various circumstances showcasing the failure of CBI'

NOIDA DOUBLE MURDER CASEg

The Allahabad High court confirmed the biasness of judiciary upon the unsolved double

murder of Aarushi Talwar and Hemraj bears testimony to the incompetence of the

investigative agencies.

The Allahabad High Court observed that the trial court had grounded the genesis of the

offence ,.on the fact that the deceased Hemraj and Aarushi were seen by Dr Rajesh Talwar

in flagrant and thereafter, the trial judge tried to thrust coherence amongst the facts that were

inalienably scattered from one position to another but ignored any coherence to the idea as

to what in fact haPPened." 
.,,

Justice Balakrishnan Narayanan and Justice Arvind Kumar Mishra reversed the trial court

judgment and acquitted Rajesh and Nupur Talwar. But it cannot be ignored that the High

Court never re-tried or re-opened the case. Its order is based on the same evidence presented

before the trial court. And yet, the two judgments cannot be regarded as contradictory' The

euint examines how the two courts chose to read the CBI's closure report and came to two

completely different verdicts.

In this case, the Up police first arrested Dr. Rajesh Talwar on the grounds that he killed his

daughter accidently when he was drunk as he saw Aarushi and Hemraj in a compromising

position. As per the police theory, after seeing his daughter and Hemraj together' he aimed a

9o6 club at Hemraj and hit his daughter's head and killed her instead. Further he went for

the domestic helP.

When the case was transferred to the CBI, the first CBI team investigated the case and

trmed their focus on Hemraj's three friends, namely, Krishna, Raj Kumar, and Vtjay

Mandal. However, during the Narco test, all the three friends of Hemraj confessed that they

murdered the deceased but it was accused that the doctors at the Bangalore's Central

Forensic Science Laboratory asked leading questions. The tape recordings of the Narco test

n-ere not admissible in the court as they were leaked in the media.

-{,fter the failure of the first CBI team, the second CBI team was established which remained

silent on the motive behind the occurrence of the crime. In its closure report; it mentioned

{here is an absence of a clear motive and incomplete understanding of the sequance of

er-ents and non recovery of one weapon of offence and their link to either the servants or the

Eents.,, The second CBI team dismissed the team on the basis that both the deceased were

-: \oida Double Murder case (March 23,201.9) https://www.hindustantirnes.com/india-news/twists-tums-

,- _-:,.spense-things-to-know-about-aarushi-talwar-hemraj-murders/story
) :n gqSFC6rhb4CWWqATH.html
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found in the compromising position that provoked the father of deceased no.1 i.e., Aarushi

Talwar. The Closure Report made by the second CBI team further noticed that no blood of

Hemraj was found onthe bed sheet orpillow of Aarushi. The evidence of Hemraj's death

was missing from the room of Aarushi.

The CBI's Closure Report was criticised by the CBI court in Ghaziabad and the Court

dismissed the same ordering the trial against Aarushi's parents. This re-trial against

Aarushi's parents was also supported by the Special Judicial Magistrate Preeti Singh.

During the 2013 judgement, the court took cognizalce of a report prepared by Dr BK

Mahapatra regarding the bloodstains that were found on Aarushi's pillow.

The Allahabad High Court appreciated the fact that there was no sexual activity between the

two deceased; instead Hemraj was assaulted in Aarushi's bedroom. The High Court took

into consideration, the report prepared by Dr Bhibha Rani who was the director of Central

Forensic Science Laboratory in New Delhi.

Due to vague reports of CBI in this respective case, the judgment delivered by the Trial

Court as well as the High Court of Allahabad was adversely affected and hence the CBI was

criticised for not investing the case in the proper direction. Hence, due to this landmark case,

the role of CBI can be stated as the failure as it failed to contribute in the proper conclusion

of the case that was supposed to be given by the Hon'ble court.

CONCLUSION

Since, 1941 the role of CBI increased in Indian society. This organization was established to

look down the comrption case after the world war- II, now this organization became so

important that some people says that without CBI the security of India can be came in

danger. The CBI resolves many important and complex cases in India and in some cases the

CBI didn't get the success but with the time CBI always proves itself. During this long

period the CBI was highly criticized and the biggest criticism of CBI was always that the

central govemment uses the CBI as a puppet and the latest example was the hustle between

the state of West Bengal and the central govemment over role of CBI. It is true that CBI

many times got criticized for its role but people also can't denieit's contribution. The long

standing demand of many people to make CBI an independent orgarization is still a dream

and it is hard to say that when CBI will became an independent investigating orgamization.
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